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When you are looking for plentiful waters to  fisli, great woods to hunt, and the bediitiful 
out-of-doors to experience... come to "the  Comity" idNorthern Maine. You'lljind  
everything you need from guides, outfitters, sporting camps and lodges, to boating 
facilities, rentals, supplies, bait and fishing equipment. Also, fine eating establishments, 
a wide variety o f special attractions and most importantly, warm hospitality.
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Write or call any member of The Association of Aroostook 
Chambers of Commerce (AACC) for information:
Caribou Chamber 
Fort Fairfield Chamber 
Greater Fort Kent Chamber 
Greater Houlton Chamber 
Limestone Chamber 
Greater Madawaska Chamber 
Presque Isle Area Chamber
11 l-H  High Street 
PO Box 607-H 
PO Box 430-H 
109-H Main Street 
291 Main Street 
378-H Main Street 
PO Box 672-H
Caribou, ME 04736 
Fort Fairfield, ME 04742 
Fort Kent, ME 04743 
Houlton, ME 04730 
Limestone, ME 04750 
Madawaska, ME 04756 
Presque Isle, ME 04769
(800) 722-7648 www.mainerec.com/caribou.html
(207) 472-3802 www.mainerec.com/forthome.html
(800) 733-3563 www.mainerec.com/ftkent.html
(207) 532-4216 www.mainerec.com/houlton.html
(207) 325-4025 www.limestonemaine.com
(207) 728-7000 www.mainerec.com/mad.html
(800) 764-7420 www.mainerec.com/pimaine.html
Rt. 54 & 60 
Clean Cozy Cabins 
Gas, Oil fo r your sleds 
Groomed Snowmobile Trails 
Hunting • Fishing • Bowling • Snack Bar
Birch Point, Inc
Box 120 Pleasant Lake 
Island Falls, ME 04747 
(207) 463-2515
Web site: http://www.mainerec.com/birch.html 
E-mail: ed_point@ainop.com
(iYour host in Aroostook County ”
♦  15 1 M odem Guest Rooms
♦  Heated Pool & Individual Saunas
♦  Old Jail Tavern, Lounge with Wide Screen TV & NESN
♦  Executive Suites with Jacuzzis
♦  Water Beds
♦  Banquet & Meeting Facility to accommodate 600 comfortably
♦  Handicapped Access 
4- Free HBO
Reddy's Motor Inn 
& Convention Center
US R t. l
Presque Isle, Maine 04769 
(8 00 ) 561 -76 66  
(2 07 ) 764-3321 
F A X  (2 07 ) 764-5167
L.L.JBean
Main Street, Freeport, Maine 
1-800-341-4341 ext. 17801 www.llbean.com
Get ready for a great season- J 'V -' | |
at the L .L . Bean Retail Store in A | l l l
Freeport, where you’ll find sporting M m
experts who know the outdoors j
and the gear and apparel you | '
need  to m ake you r trip  /  , v F
a success. W e’ve been /
o u tfittin g  the serious ' '
sportsman for over 80 years
with innovative products that $
are backed by our 100% satisfaction guarantee. "J
V isit us this season and you’ll be ready when opening day arrives
O utdoorD iscovery Schools
C all for a F R E E  catalog filled with 
classes for your whole family in Shooting, 
Fly Fishing, Outdoor Skills, Paddling, 
Cycling, and W inter Sports.
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DEPARTMENT OF
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
284 STATE STREET 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333
LEE E. PERRY 
COMMISSIONER
Maine is natural beauty, abundant resources and exceptional 
opportunities to enjoy the outdoors, from native trout in wilderness 
settings to bass, togue or salmon on one of our great lakes. Fish where 
eagles soar overhead while you enjoy the vast vistas of rocky headlands 
and bays. Maine has it all; treat yourself to a great outdoor experience!
The variety of opportunities extend to Maine’s hunting heritage as 
well; those who do know have kept it a secret. Come see for yourself; our 
bear, deer, moose, and turkey populations have reached historic highs. 
We’re proud of our management programs and want to share our success 
with you! And don’t forget, we also offer many opportunities to hunt 
small game and waterfowl.
Bring the family or a friend! Maine is a natural wonderland with 
exceptional opportunities to relax, view and photograph wildlife, and 
enjoy! Maine is a setting that fits both your budget and your lifestyle. 
From classic sporting camps to a coastal bed and breakfast to remote tent 
camps, we offer the greatest outdoor destinations in the East!
Visit us on the Web at www.state.me.us/ifw. As always, our 
department staff is eager to help you plan your adventure.
I hope you enjoy the Maine Guide to Hunting and Fishing, and 
visit us soon.
ANGUS S. KING, JR. 
GOVERNOR
Welcome to Maine!
Sincerely,
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THE MAINE SPORTING
B la in e  is tucked off by itself in relation to other states 
in the union, and has thus managed to retain unspoiled 
hunting and fishing territory of high quality. But while 
wildlife and fish are plentiful here, timing is the real key 
to success.
For example, freshwater fishing for cold-water 
species like brook trout and landlocked salmon is best in 
May, June, and September. Bass, pickerel, and perch, the 
warm-water species, are active during the summer months. 
And while big game (deer, bear, and moose) hunting is 
strictly an autumn sport, the seasons for some small game, 
birds, and ducks extend into the winter or year ’round.
This guide will provide you with answers to 
many of your questions about hunting and fishing in the 
state, but the details and rules involved are best gleaned 
from the official rules and regulations pamphlets provided 
by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife, 
284 State Street, Station #41, Augusta, Maine 04333. Our 
advice is: Don’t hunt or fish at all without first checking 
the rulebook.
Newcomers to Maine can speed their success 
by chatting with knowledgeable sporting camp owners, 
innkeepers, and the personnel at outdoor sporting shops, 
or by hiring a Registered Maine Guide. Some guides 
work directly with the various sporting camps, so be sure 
to ask about hiring one when you make your lodging 
reservations. You can also hire a guide directly. Most will 
provide a boat and motor, and basic camping gear, as 
well as extensive knowledge bred of years of exploration 
in their region. For more information, contact the Maine 
Professional Guides Association, PO Box 847, Augusta, 
ME 04332-0847.
If you want to camp during your stay, there are 
dozens of private campgrounds, several state parks, and 
scores of campsites maintained by the Maine Forest Service 
on the state’s lakes and ponds.
If you plan a trip to northern Maine, be advised 
that the great roadless “wilderness” that appears on road 
maps is neither roadless nor a real wilderness. Rather, it is 
a vast, privately-owned industrial forest, laced with gravel
OLDE PORT M ARINER FLEET
COMMERCIAL STREET PORTLAND, MAINE
DEEP SEA FISHING
O N  BO ARD IN D IA N  II
• FULL AND HALF DAY TRIPS •
• OVERNIGHTERS • MARATHONS •
• TUNA • SHARK • BLUEFISH •
RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION
207- 642-3270
OUTSIDE MAINE: 1-800-437-3270
ALSO AVAILABLE ON BOARD ODYSSEY
• WHALE WATCHES • COASTAL CRUISES •
• SEAL WATCHES •
• CHARTERS AVAILABLE ON BOTH VESSELS •
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roads, lumber camps, and road gates. Much of this 
country is available for public use, but be prepared for 
questions about your travel plans and to pay modest gate 
the favorite quarry of Maine hunt­
ers. Abandoned farms and clear- 
cuts have created ideal habitat for 
grouse and woodcock. Sea-duck 
hunting off the rugged Maine coast 
offers a world-class experience, and 
guides specializing in this sport 
insure a safe experience off island 
ledges in the icy Atlantic. Waterfowlers, after puddle 
ducks and Canada geese, find birds in abundance, often in 
classic settings such as marsh-lined estuaries or backwoods 
beaver ponds. The hunting success ratio for turkey hunt­
ers is over 20 percent, one of the highest in the country. 
Rabbits and hares thrive in parts of Maine, and gray squir­
rels have a small following of dedicated enthusiasts.
BIG GAME
fees at check-points throughout this domain. For further 
information, write North Maine Woods, PO Box 421, 
Ashland, ME 04732.
Elsewhere in the state, most shoreland and 
woods are also privately owned, but by small individual 
landowners. Though some of this land is posted against 
trespassing, much is not. The Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries & Wildlife 
advises: “It is unlawful to 
trespass on private property 
after having been advised 
not to do so by the property 
owner either by word of 
mouth or by conspicuously 
posted signs. The depart­
ment encourages sportsmen 
to seek owner permission 
before entering upon private 
property.” Good advice for 
all of us to follow, if we 
want Maine’s extensive 
private lands to remain open 
to the public for hunting 
and fishing. T
S W c l l l i p s  S l id T C U V U O  u u x  a a i^  n u t )  vaa j  r v v / u u x v i .
Hunt during mid-day. Big bucks often move 
at this time.
Look for the most nutritious foods current­
ly available in your hunting area. Deer will 
be nearby.
When you locate doe and fawn family 
groups, bucks will be there too, anytime in 
November.
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success ratio. Hunters sitting 
hunting do shoot Maine bea 
In years when warm weathe 
early, deer hunters relish tb 
bonus bear for the game pol
Boston Globe
In the heart of the Rangeley Lakes 
region, Grant’s is Maine’s original 
fly fishing-only camp.
Since 1905, we’ve been guiding 
serious fishermen -  and their families -  to some of the world’s finest 
native trophy brook trout, brown trout and landlocked salmon fishing 
onthe peaceful Kennebago River and on beautiful Lake Kennebago, 
the largest fly fishing only waters east of the Mississippi.
Gome unwind on the screened porch of Grant’s large, comfort­
able cabins on the lake. Enjoy three hearty meals a day, including lobster and prime rib.
There’s always plenty for the whole family to do, from nature hikes and wildlife photography 
to your own traditional Rangeley boat docked on the lake.
Open mid-May to October, Grant’s offers guests a uniquely relaxing, rewarding, natural 
Maine vacation. For a free brochure and additional information, call us today.
GRANT’S KENNEBAGO CAMPS
P. O. Box 786, • Rangeley, Maine 04970 • (207) 864-3608 • 1-800-6334815 Outside Maine
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during the summer months.
T h e  white-tailed deer, black bLr> and moose) hunting is 
Three. Upland birds, w aterfow ls0118 for some small game,
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work directly with the various sporting camps, so be sure 
to ask about hiring one when you make your lodging 
reservations. You can also hire a guide directly. Most will 
provide a boat and motor, and basic camping gear, as 
well as extensive knowledge bred of years of exploration 
in their region. For more information, contact the Maine 
Professional Guides Association, PO Box 847, Augusta,
rabbits, coyotes, bobcats and winter or year ’round, 
hunters who enjoy varied terr^e y°u with answers to 
a spectacular foliage display. It hunting and fishing in the 
has a reputation as a destinatic involved are best gleaned 
looking for adventure at a reasulations pamphlets provided 
hunting lodges in Maine offer nland Fisheries & Wildlife, 
packages in the world, some inA-uSusta, Maine 04333. Our 
of lodging and meals. Each fallf all without first checking 
dents and non-residents spend
in the Maine woods, pursuing America’s favorite big game 
animal, the white-tailed deer.
Maine’s fall deer hunts excite hunters, not only 
because of our vast woods and solitude, but because our 
north-country subspecies 
(Odocoileus virginianus 
borealis) is much larger- 
bodied than subspecies 
from other parts of the 
country. Each season, 
hunters shoot approxi­
mately 1,000 bucks that 
field-dress 200 pounds 
or more, and a few of 
these bucks approach 300 
pounds. These sizes are 
unheard in most of the 
United States. The Maine 
Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife 
(MDIF&W) has recently 
extended the season for 
muzzle-loaders and bow 
hunters, adding five more
ME 04332-0847.
If you want to camp during your stay, there are 
dozens of private campgrounds, several state parks, and 
scores of campsites maintained by the Maine Forest Service 
on the state’s lakes and ponds.
If you plan a trip to northern Maine, be advised 
that the great roadless “wilderness” that appears on road 
maps is neither roadless nor a real wilderness. Rather, it is 
a vast, privately-owned industrial forest, laced with gravel 
non-residents, who usually hire guides and hunt over bait. 
If black bears interest hunters, this state is the place to go, 
a truth recognized by hunters from around the world who 
know they can find a world-class hunting experience here.
Parts of Maine 
have more moose per 
square mile than any 
other place in North 
America. In fact, Maine’s 
moose population is esti­
mated to be 30,000 and 
expanding. The state’s 
moose management pro­
gram has taken this huge 
mammal from near 
extinction in the mid- 
1930s to its present 
abundance. Since the 
first modern moose sea­
son began in 1980, the 
hunting success ratio has 
averaged around 90 per­
cent. In recent years, the 
success ratio has climbed
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over 90 percent to as high as 96 
percent in 1991, Indeed, since 
1991, over 93 percent of hunters 
shoot a moose.
Upland birds attract a huge 
following and, in fact, ruffed grouse 
takes second place behind deer as 
the favorite quarry of Maine hunt­
ers. Abandoned farms and clear- 
cuts have created ideal habitat for 
grouse and woodcock. Sea-duck 
hunting off the rugged Maine coast 
offers a world-class experience, and 
guides specializing in this sport 
insure a safe experience off island 
ledges in the icy Atlantic. Waterfowlers, after puddle 
ducks and Canada geese, find birds in abundance, often in 
classic settings such as marsh-lined estuaries or backwoods 
beaver ponds. The hunting success ratio for turkey hunt­
ers is over 20 percent, one of the highest in the country. 
Rabbits and hares thrive in parts of Maine, and gray squir­
rels have a small following of dedicated enthusiasts.
BIG GAME
Where to hunt for white-tailed deer in Maine begins and 
ends with each hunter’s whim, and choices vary as much 
as the state’s diverse terrain. Deer are everywhere from 
Kittery to Fort Kent and from Rangeley to Eastport. Nearly 
everyone lives within a few miles of white-tail habitat, 
ranging from small wood lots to immense forests and from 
mountain tops to bottom lands.
Deer densities are more concentrated in southern 
and central Maine, and this part of the state produces 
huge bucks.
The north country offers solitude in big woods, 
which makes up for its sparser deer population. Pockets 
exist in northern Maine where white-tail numbers are 
high, and in some of these remote areas, deer live and die 
without encountering a hunter. The northern half of the 
state has far more hunting lodges and working guides than 
the southern regions. Northern Maine deer hunters find 
lots of elbow room, an occasional moose encounter and 
a chance at a trophy buck.
Bear hunters interested in a Maine hunt should 
concentrate on northern Maine, particularly Aroostook 
County, which annually produces the most harvested 
bears. Hunters in “The County” shoot between 600 and 
800 plus bruins each season, approaching one-third of the
state’s entire bear kill. (MDIF&W 
wants the harvest to stay between 
1,500 to 2,500 bears each fall and 
has managed to achieve that goal 
most seasons.) Piscataquis 
County takes second place, pro­
ducing about half as many bears 
as Aroostook each season. 
Penobscot, Somerset, Washington, 
Oxford, Franklin and Hancock 
counties also hold strong bear 
populations, and all the above 
counties have bear-guiding 
operations. The terrain varies 
from big woods to agricultural 
areas such as oat and corn fields, apple orchards and blue­
berry barrens.
Hunters sitting over man-placed bait account for 
most of the harvest, but hunters with dogs have a high 
success ratio. Hunters sitting over natural baits or still­
hunting do shoot Maine bears, particularly in November. 
In years when warm weather keeps bears from denning 
early, deer hunters relish the opportunity of shooting a 
bonus bear for the game pole.
HUNTING TIPS
• Prior to the moose season sight in your rifle.
• Moose often appear closer than they are, because of 
their large size. Keep this in consideration when esti­
mating the distance to the moose before you shoot.
• A 30-30 can be used for shooting a moose, but it doesn’t 
have the range of larger guns. A larger caliber gun (308, 
30-06, 7 or 8 mm) may improve your success and reduce 
the possibility of wounding a moose.
• Be prepared to get your moose out of the woods. Rope, 
come-alongs, pulleys, a chain saw, and waders can be 
indispensable on your hunt.
• Respect other hunters and the non-hunting public by 
keeping your distance from other hunters; not blocking 
roads; and not hunting on well-traveled roads, near 
camps, recreation areas, and popular moose watching 
areas.
• Remember, on most woods roads log trucks have the 
right of way. Don’t park your vehicle where it will inter­
fere with log hauling.
• Quartering your moose will make it easier to haul and 
will reduce the risk of your meat spoiling.
• Skinning your moose, or filling the chest cavity with ice, 
will also reduce the risk of your meat spoiling.
HUNTING TIPS
• Scout early and obtain landowner permis­
sion, whenever possible.
• Look for deer in wet areas along streams, 
swamps and lakes during hot, dry weather.
• Hunt during mid-day. Big bucks often move 
at this time.
• Look for the most nutritious foods current­
ly available in your hunting area. Deer will 
be nearby.
• When you locate doe and fawn family 
groups, bucks will be there too, anytime in 
November.
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Maine’s bear-hunting season is structured to 
minimize conflicts between hunters who use man-placed 
bait and those who run dogs. Bait hunters have the first 
crack for two weeks and then folks with dogs can hunt for 
seven weeks. The two seasons overlap a little.
Maine’s early October moose hunt offers those 
lucky enough to win a permit in the June lottery an incom­
parable big game opportunity. Moose are so plentiful in 
most of the north country that over nine out of 10 hunters 
bag an animal within the first few days of the weeklong 
hunt. This leads people to think the sport lacks challenge; 
however, the sheer numbers of moose insure a high success 
rate. If a hunter misses a chance on one moose, another 
will be along shortly, usually before the day ends. Indeed, 
most of the harvest comes in the first two days of the week- 
long season, and three-quarters of the moose are bulls. 
Hunters are chosen in a lottery, and the odds of winning 
are slim, about one in 80. Once you get a moose-hunting 
permit, though, the chances of success are excellent.
BIRDS A N D  DUCKS
Ruffed grouse and woodcock inhabit nearly all of Maine, 
particularly grouse. Indeed, these two wonderful game 
birds are accessible to hunters across the state. Each season 
over 100,000 people hunt for grouse and harvest approxi­
mately 500,000 birds. Known as “partridge” to many resi­
dents, this bird has a cyclical population. In 1995 hunters 
reported an excellent year, but in 1996, it was fair. The 
following year was slightly better than fair. And last year, 
despite cautious forecasts, grouse were plentiful. The num­
bers depend on whether June is wet or not. Grouse chicks 
succumb to exposure during prolonged rains. Maine’s 
woodcock populations remain at below average numbers,
but according
to MDIF&W, a 
banner produc­
tion year can 
replenish this 
game bird.
HUNTING TIPS
& ■ ro U 'S e
Hunt old apple orchards.
If you don’t have a dog, walk quietly 
in grouse cover and pause frequently.
Sundown at Delta Marsh. Art by J. Hautman; reprinted 
courtesy of the artist and Wild Wings, Inc.
In the 1950s, new regulations on dairy farms put 
many farmers out of business, which created wonderful 
upland bird habitat in the southern half of the state as 
fields reverted to mixed poplar, alders and rubus bushes.
In the north country, forest-cutting practices 
favored grouse and woodcock, and these two species have 
done well in northern Maine. MDIF&W wildlife biologists 
think the north country offers one bright spot in the wood­
cock’s future because small clear-cuts create breeding 
grounds where none existed before. Although woodcock 
populations have steadily declined because of mass habi­
tat destruction from southern New England to northern 
Florida, a fair to good native population exists in the Pine 
Tree State, a bonus to a grouse hunter’s game bag.
Maine has a ring-necked pheasant season in 
southern Maine, mostly for stocked birds released in late 
summer or early fall. This exotic 
species usually doesn’t survive winter 
except in limited areas where these 
birds have milder weather conditions 
and ample winter food. In 1997, 2540 
pheasant were stocked for hunters, a 
small number for a state that covers 
33,040 square miles.
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HUNTING TIPS
• Pre-season scouting is the single most important part of 
turkey hunting. Scout several different areas to lessen 
your chances of conflict with other hunters.
• Practice your turkey calling diligently.
• Practice your shotgun on a life-sized target to know your 
effective killing range.
• Plan on hunting on weekdays, if possible, rather than 
Saturdays. Hunting pressure is lighter during the week, 
reducing chances for conflicts with other hunters.
• Be patient, with a four-week season there is plenty of 
time. Birds are still active at the end of May, and there is 
less hunting pressure at that time.
• If bow hunting, use a string-tracker to aid in retrieving 
crippled birds.
• Be patient when calling, give each setup 30-45 minutes, 
as birds sometimes come in silently, especially in areas 
that have heavy hunting pressure.
• Do not walk in on another hunter who is “working” a 
bird. Repeated gobbling is often a sign of a hunter work­
ing a bird. Attempting to stalk the “gobbler” is not only 
dangerous, it is also interfering with the caller.
• Do not wear any clothing with the colors red, white or 
blue. These are the same colors as a gobbler’s head and 
may draw fire from a careless hunter.
In the late 1970s, wildlife biologists from the 
MDIF&W took 41 wild turkeys from Vermont and stocked 
them in York County, and from the initial planting, this 
species has spread up the coast to Penobscot Bay. Biologists 
have helped introduce turkeys in mid-coast Maine by cap­
turing birds and releasing them in suitable habitat, begin­
ning with a stocking of York County birds in Waldo County. 
This program has become so successful that Maine now 
has excellent turkey hunting in this bird’s present range. 
Hunters need to be drawn in a lottery before they can pur­
sue turkeys, and in 1997 about one in three applicants 
received a permit. This year 3,000 turkey permits will be 
issued by drawing for the May hunt.
In recent years, 10,000 or fewer hunters pursued 
ducks and geese, down from the 1970s when 17,500 water- 
fowl enthusiasts hunted Maine’s marshes and coastal 
ledges. This decrease has helped some native waterfowl 
populations increase, and also provides more solitude since 
fewer hunters are spread out across the state. Harvest fig­
ures for some species, such as black ducks, have dropped, 
but other species such as mallards have risen from less 
than 1,000 mallards in the early 1960s to 10,000 in 1995. 
The green-winged teal, blue-winged teal and wood duck
harvests 
have also 
increased 
from the 
early 1960s. 
In the
|  years be-
S tween 1966-<
O and 1990,
5 ,,^ the average
5
season bag
o
limit for
waterfowlers had declined from nearly seven ducks to 
about five. In the 1990s, that figure rose significantly, and 
in 1995 each hunter took over nine ducks per season, 
thanks to stricter regulations and attempts at habitat 
improvement. Maine also has a strong native Canada 
goose population.
Maine sea-duck hunting is second to none, and 
species such as the common eider have shown a steady 
and dramatic harvest increase each season, according to 
MDIF&W. Few hunting sports on this continent offer 
faster shooting than sea-ducks do, and solitude is a virtual 
guarantee. Few people dare venture into the Atlantic Ocean 
in late fall and winter.
Rails inhabit Maine’s coastal marshes and offer a 
liberal bag limit to hunters who don’t mind poling a canoe 
or skiff through wild rice or marsh grass at high tide. At the 
turn of the century, rail hunting was popular. These days, 
virtually no one bothers with rails, so places like Merry- 
meeting Bay offer solitude and fast shooting to hunters 
after this small, coastal bird. Snipe, a similar species, also 
inhabits marshy areas and attracts a small following who 
enjoy fast shooting action for a twisting, feathered rocket.
SMALL GAME
Wherever oak forests thrive in Maine, gray squirrels pro­
vide exciting and fast sport. Interestingly, few natives 
bother with squirrels, probably because the squirrel season 
begins in October and coincides with grouse. Gray squir­
rels are an underutilized species in the Pine Tree State, 
a good thing for folks who want the sport to themselves. 
People after Maine squirrels concentrate on oak forests 
that have an abundance of “squirrel nests” in the upper 
branches of hardwoods. These round-shaped masses of 
small branches and twigs can be easily seen from great dis­
tances once leaves fall.
continued on page 54
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1999 M A IN E  H U N T IN G  S E A S O N S
(Not a legal presentation. See hunting law booklet for full details and to confirm dates.)
Deer Firearms season...........................................
Maine-residents-only d ay ............................
Archery........................................................
Muzzleloader in specific WMDs (check lawbook)
Muzzleloader...............................................
Expanded Archery Season — Limited Area #
Bear* General hunting seasons
Hunting with dogs.......
Hunting with bait * *
Moose (by permit only)
Ruffed Grouse & 
Bob white Quail .
Pheasant .......
Wild Turkey (by permit only)........................................
Woodcock* ....................................................
Common Snipe*.............................................
Ducks, Geese, Sea Ducks (scoter, eider, old squaw)
Sora & Virginia Rails (and Gallinules)*. . ..
Crow* ..........................................................
Gray Squirrel................................................
Rabbit (cottontail) and Hare (snowshoe) * * * .
Bobcat ..........................................................
Fox ..........................................................
Raccoon..........................................................
Skunk, Opossum...........................................
Coyote, Woodchuck, Porcupine, Red Squirrel 
Any species not listed above........................
* Migratory waterfowl stamp not required.
* Bear permit required (resident, $6; nonresident, $16) in addition to hunting license between Aug. 30 and Oct. 29. See law booklet for other recent changes.
* * Applies to so-called “set-bait” hunting from stand, blind, etc. overlooking bait or food; does not apply to hunting over standing crops, food left from normal
agricultural operations, or from natural occurrence, which may be done at any time during the bear hunting season.
* * *Oct. 1-Feb. 28 on Vinalhaven Island, Knox County.
* Archers who bag a deer during the expanded September archery hunt are still eligible to purchase other big game licenses and to harvest one additional deer 
during those traditional archery or firearm seasons.
Sunday Hunting: Illegal in Maine.
Hunter Orange: Two items of hunter orange clothing must be worn while hunting with a firearm during any firearms season on deer. See law booklet for details. 
Legal Hunting Hours: Animals, 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset except during any firearms season on deer, when hunting closes at 
sunset for all species except raccoon. Birds: 1/2 hour before sunrise to sunset. See law booklet for details on night hunting for coyotes.
Licenses: Hunting license is required. Archery license allows hunting with bow and arrow only during any open season on that species; it is required to 
hunt any species of animal or bird with bow and arrow during special archery season on deer. Special license-stamp required to hunt during 
muzzleloader season on deer. #NEW: Special license required for the extended archery season on deer.
Stamps: State and federal duck stamps required for waterfowl hunters age 16 and over. Pheasant stamp required in York and Cumberland counties.
Please be sure to confirm laws and limits before you go hunting.
Operation Game Thief: Call 1-800-ALERT US (253-7887) to report game law violations.
Rewards paid. Caller identification protected. Poachers are thieves — help us stop them.
Published under Appropriation 010 09A 6010 by the Division of Public Information and Education, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
First Day Last Day
Basic Limits
Daily Possession
Nov. 1 
Oct. 30 
Sept. 30 
Nov. 29 
Nov. 29
Pending Legi
Nov. 27
Oct. 29 
Dec. 4 
Dec. 11
dative Approval
ONE DEER PER YEAR*
regardless of season or method. Only deer with 
antlers at least three inches long may be taken 
from Oct. 30-Dec. 11, except that any deer may 
be taken in designated wildlife management dis­
tricts by hunters with any-deer permits.
Permit application period: 
mid-June to Aug. 1 annually.
Aug. 30 
Sept. 13 
Aug. 30
Nov. 27 
Oct. 29 
Sept. 25
ONE BEAR PER YEAR
Oct. 4 Oct. 9 Permit application period: mid-Jan. to Apr. 1.
Legislation has been submitted to set these seasons 
in compliance with the new wildlife management districts. 
Dates and details will be available in July or August.
May 3 May 31 Permit application period: mid-Dec. to Feb. 1.
Seasons set early in September.
Regulations available mid-September from license agents, 
game wardens and Fish and Wildlife Department offices.
Mar. 14 
July 16
Apr. 30 
Sept. 29
-
Oct. 1 Nov. 30 4 8
Oct. 1 Mar. 31 4 8
Dec. 1 Jan. 31 -
Oct. 18 Feb. 28 -
Oct. 1 Dec. 31 -
Oct. 18 Dec. 31 -
NO CLOSED SEASON FOR HUNTING
NO OPEN SEASON FOR HUNTING
State Record Game
BILL SILLIKER,JR. PHOTO
Whitetailed B uck (Firearms): 355 pounds, field dressed, Horace Hinckley of Augusta, 1955, Concord.
Whitetailed B uck (B ow) :  259 pounds, field dressed, Darryl Flagg of Jefferson, October 20, 1988, 
Waldoboro.
Whitetailed D oe (Firearms): 185 pounds, field dressed, Luke Arsenault of Lisbon Falls, 
November 1, 1993, Seboomook Twp.
Whitetailed D oe (Bowhunting): 160 pounds, field dressed, Dean Weeks of St. Albans, 
October 19, 1990, Corinna.
WHITETAILED D oe (Antlered): 210 pounds, eight-points, Jack Cross of Bethel, November 15,1980, Bethel.
B lack B ear (Firearms): 680 
pounds live weight, Richard Moore of 
Allentown, PA, September 13, 1993, 
Patten.
B lack B ear (Archerg): 501 pounds, 
field dressed, Pete Shippee of 
Winthrop, August 29, 1990, Strong.
B lack B ear (S ow) :  306 pounds, 
dressed weight, Richard J. Sprague of 
Auburn, October 31, 1987, Canton.
MOOSE: 1,330 pounds, field dressed, 
Willard and Sterling Waterman of
New Gloucester, 1982, Masardis.
Turkey: 23 Pounds, 9 ounces, 
Ronald Emmons, Jr. of Richmond, 
May 11, 1996, Dresden.
A s  our canoe dipped into the first pitch of the two-mile- 
long rapids the young man yelled, “I can’t see the rocks, but 
you tell me what to do and I’ll do it!” My canoe partner 
was Todd and he was one of a group of young people I was 
guiding on a week-long canoe trip down Maine’s famous 
Allagash Wilderness Waterway. Legally blind, he could see 
almost nothing unless it was held inches from his eyes.
Before making the white water run I had the 
group practice the paddle strokes they would need in order 
to successfully, and safely, make it through Chase Rapids, 
the first and most difficult white water on the waterway. 
The group practiced long and hard to learn the important 
strokes, and none harder than Todd. I was pleased to see 
that he was able to master the draw and cross-draw strokes 
needed to control our canoe in the roaring rapids. I felt 
confident that we would do fine in spite of the fact that I 
would be responsible for spotting all of the obstacles.
My faith in Todd was well placed: at the end of 
the run the whole party was dry and, more importantly, 
flushed with the satisfaction that comes when hard work 
leads to success. None in the group was more proud and 
excited than Todd. None, that is, unless you count me.
The pride and satisfaction I felt in helping him have this 
experience was just out of this world, and it continued 
throughout the trip as I watched his self confidence and 
self reliance grow.
A NESTING LOON ON EAGLE LAKE
This by itself makes a good story, but there’s 
more. At that time I was writing a monthly column for an 
outdoor publication, so I told Todd’s story there. I wrote 
how good I felt at having helped Todd have this wilderness 
experience and recommended anyone who had the oppor­
tunity to do the same should certainly do so, if for no other 
reason than their own satisfaction.
A Proud History
The history of Registered Maine Guides goes back slightly 
more than 100 years. In fact, the history of guiding in 
Maine goes back to the earliest explorers who sought out 
a guide to show them around. Of course, the logical choice 
for a guide back then was a Maine native—an Indian.
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Henry David Thoreau had Indian guides on both of his 
lengthy excursions into the wilds of Maine.
Lucius L. Hubbard, in 1881, made an extensive 
trip up Moosehead Lake, through the West Branch of the 
Penobscot and into Allagash waters. In his book Woods 
and Lakes of Maine he tells of being guided by two native 
Mainers named Joe and Silas, and had high praise for their 
knowledge and ability, although he did not see fit to iden­
tify them with their last names.
Maine recognized the value of its guides early on, 
and in 1897 the Maine State Legislature passed a bill re­
quiring hunting guides to register with the state. Thus the 
title “Registered Maine Guide” was born. It is noteworthy 
that, in these times of heightened awareness of women’s 
rights, and their abilities, that the first Registered Maine 
Guide was a woman named Cornelia Thurza Crosby, who 
later gained considerable fame known as “Fly Rod Crosby.”
Guides must possess the outdoor skills of old as 
well as the ability to operate a small business in today’s 
fast-paced world. Their guests come here to experience the 
outdoors as it was a century and a half ago. Still, today’s 
visitor expects, and receives, the safety and convenience 
that is possible with today’s modern equipment. Maine 
guides must have the skill to start a fire in the soggy woods 
after a four-day rain, know where to find and how to pre­
pare fish and game, but also be able to surf the Internet.
Our Wildlife
Maine has abundant wildlife, and nearly all guides, regard­
less of their specialty, possess a wealth of information 
about all species. Moose top most visitors’ lists of animals 
to see. However, the Maine black bear holds a fascination 
(and sometimes fear) that makes it the most interesting 
and talked about animal in the Maine woods. I cannot
WHITE WATER IS GREAT —  WHEN YOU KNOW  HOW.
recall a canoe trip where I have not fielded questions 
about this animal.
While canoeing in northern Maine, my party 
indicated they would like to see a bear, but I said that in 
nearly thirty years of guiding canoe trips, I had seen only 
three bears from the water, so they didn’t stand much of a 
chance. A day or so later we saw three bears in one day!
You Name It, Someone Does It
There are guides that specialize in just about any outdoor 
activity you can name. They are tested and licensed in six 
different categories: recreation, hunting, fishing, white 
water rafting, sea kayaking, and tidewater fishing. Of 
course, many guides hold multiple licenses, and those 
holding recreation, hunting and fishing are Master Guides 
and are entitled to wear that designation on their patch.
Activities included in some of the categories are: 
Recreation: canoeing, hiking, camping, photography, wild­
life watching, dog sledding, horseback tours, snowmobiling, 
and cross country skiing; Hunting: moose, deer, bear, rac­
coon, bobcat, snowshoe hare, turkey, ducks and geese, 
ruffed grouse, and woodcock; Fishing: trout, salmon, bass, 
whitefish, perch, and ice fishing. Examples of tours some 
guides offer are: rafting through the beautiful Kennebec 
Gorge and the exciting West Branch of the Penobscot River; 
sea kayaking to some of the offshore islands and touring 
the rockbound coast for its beauty and bountiful wildlife; 
tidewater fishing for bluefish, striper and just about any­
thing else that swims in Maine’s coastal waters. Often 
activities are combined. A week-long canoe trip, for exam­
ple, could include paddling with expert instruction, wild­
life observation, camping, photography, and swimming.
How to Find a Guide
Most guides operate independently, and set their own 
schedules and rates. Many have Internet sites which pro­
vide this information. Try Maine Guides On Line at 
www.maineguides.com or The Maine Resource Guide 
at www.maineguide.com (note that only the “s” differ­
entiates these two URLs). A quick search by the category 
or area you are interested in will bring several other guides 
for you to check out. Many guides advertise in various 
publications relating to their specialty.
The Maine Professional Guides Association 
(MPGA) maintains and mails out listings of their members 
along with their specialties. The MPGA can be reached 
at 207-785-2061. Their mailing address is: MPGA,
P.O. Box 847, Augusta, ME 04332-0847.
Enjoy Maine’s Hunting and Fishing at its Best — 
From a Maine Sporting Camp.
The century-old tradition continues 
at these rustic lodging facilities.
For information, contact advertisers directly.
For an association brochure, write
CAMP ASSOCIATION PO Box 89, Jay, ME 04239.
S m a llm o u th  bass &  lan d lo ck ed  sa lm o n  
M a in e  guides o r  b o a t &  m o to r  ren ta l 
Spac ious, co m fo rtab le  log co ttag es  
w ith  firep laces. O w n er-ch efs .
L. L. B ean  In tro d u c to ry  Fly F ish ing  S ch o o ls  a v a il­
ab le . E x te n d ed  Fly F ish in g  S easo n  
(C a tc h  &. R e lease ) u n til  O c t .  15.
P O  Box F H 69 , G ra n d  Lake S tream , M E 04637 
8 0 0 -6 3 9 -6 3 5 3  •  Tel/Fax  207-7 9 6 -5 5 5 8  
w w w .w eatherbys.com
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FROST POND CAMPS
•  B R O O K  T R O U T  in  200  acre  F rost P ond .
•  L A N D L O C K E D  S A L M O N  in  n earb y  W est B ran ch , P e n o b sc o t R iver.
•  T ro u t, sa lm o n , lake  t ro u t  in  a rea  w aters.
•  D EER , M O O S E , G R O U S E , B E A R  h u n t in g  in  Big W oods.
•  E ig h t fully  e q u ip p e d  ru s tic  h o u se k e ep in g  cab in s, te n  w o o d ed  cam p sites
o n  sec luded  lake  in  b ig gam e coun try .
•  B oat, m o to r, c a n o e  ren ta ls ; h o t  show ers.
May 1 -  Nov. 30  D ec. 1 -  A pril 30  
Box 620F, H C R  76 36  F M inutem an Dr. 
G reenville, ME 04441 S P O R T I N M illinocket, ME 04462  
(207) 695-2821 (radio contact) CAMP ASSOCIATION (207) 723-6622 
http://www.maineguide.com/katahdin/frostpond
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Aroostook County
BEAR MTN. 
LODGE
RR 1 Box 1969 MP, Smyrna Mills, ME 04780-9703
ER^ V
SPORTING^K. CAMP ASSOCIATION
■  Located on Route 11 in Moro Plantation, 12 miles north 
of Patten or 4 miles south of Knowles Corner. ■  Open May 
through November for Fishing, Deer, Bear, Moose and 
Upland Bird Hunting. ■  Housekeeping Cabins, Board and 
Lodging available. ■  December through March for Snow- 
mobiling on some of the best-groomed trails in this area.
■  All cabins fully equipped for any size party. ■  Outcamps 
on Rockabema and Skitacook Lakes.
Brochure and References available on request.
Carroll P. & Deanna Gerow (207) 528-2124 
www.mainerec.com/bearmtn.html
The nation's finest smallmouth bass 
and landlocked salmon fishing in a 
relaxed and tasteful setting. Good 
food, comfortable cottages, compe­
tent guides. References throughout 
the USA. Call for free brochure.
Forest City, Maine 04413 
207/448-7723 Winter 207/843-5732 
www.mainerec.com/wheatons/
AMERICAN 
PLAN LODGE
HOUSEKEEPING
CAMPS
YEAR ROUND
These NEW insulated 
log home camps on Spider, Cliff 
and Haymock Lakes 
(T8R11, T9R11, T9R12) provide 
the "Wilderness Lake Atmosphere" 
at its best!
"Like owning your own camp in Remote Maine"
FISH - Haymock, Spider, Cliff, Chamberlain, Big Eagle, Churchill, 
Big and Little Pleasant, & the Allagash River 
Guided Fly Fishing Family Vacations
HUNT - Any of the dozen-plus townships within easy reach 
Prime Deer Hunting Weeks Available - Three MASTC Bucks
M AC ANNA M AC CAMPS
Haymock Lake (T8R11)
PO Box 696-HF, Patten, ME 04765 
207-528-2855 Radio Phone (Let it Ring) 
www.macannamac.com
MEMBER
/ A
M AINE  
SPOFUING  
CAMP ASSOCIATION
"A Touch of Yesterday"
Since the early 1860s, Tim Pond Camps has been a private secluded 
sporting camp for registered guests only. Excellent fly fishing for Native 
Square-tailed trout. The crystal clear waters of Tim Pond have never 
been stocked. Our 10 rustic, weathered log cabins offer you the finest 
of comfort. Each cabin is fully equipped with full bath, running hot and 
cold water. You have a choice of wood stove to heat your cabin or 
enjoy the cozy warmth of a crackling fire in a fieldstone fireplace.
Daily "Moose Watch" -  Fishing -  Hiking -  Canoeing 
Wildlife Photography -  Hunting 
American Plan -  Emergency Medical Technician on Premises
Write or call:
Harvey and Betty Calden 
Box 22, Eustis, ME 04936 
207-897-4056 (winter) • 207-243-2947 (camp) 
www.timpondcamps.com
The one, the only, the original
GREAT POND  
LODGE
HC 31, Box 520, Aurora, ME 04408 
(207) 584-3541
Septem ber: B aited  B ear H unts  
O ctober: M oose H u n ts by Lottery, 
Birds
N ovem ber: Trophy D eer H unts
Write for Brochure and Rates 
Ed Musson 
Master Guide
On Shore of East Branch 
PENOBSCOT RIVER 
Near North Entrance of 
BAXTER STATE PARK
Est.1895 T5-R8, Maine
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES / BATHS 
AMERICAN PLAN / MEALS PROVIDED
camps
H U N TIN G : SEPT. BAITED BEAR 
OCT. GROUSE, MOOSE WEEK NOV. DEER 
FISHING: MAT - SEPT.
NATIVE TROUT, LANDLOCKED SALMON 
AND SMALLMOUTH BASS
JON SMALLWOOD 
M-HF PO BOX 251, PATTEN, ME 04765
207-528-2022
www.bowlincam ps.com
For reservations or 
more information:
(207) 243-3020 
P.0. Box 428 
Moose River, ME 04945 
e-mail: skylodge@ctel.net 
Visit our Web Site at
www.connectmaine.com/skylodge/hardscrabble.html
Outsta n
i  /
t---  '
L o c a tio n
E x c e l l e n t  Hunting 
& Fishing
Acco0® lo r t a b i e0lt>m
Hardscrabble Lodge on beautiful 
Spencer Lake is the ideal location 
for the hunter and fisherman. Isolated 
in the Maine woods off Rt. 201 near 
Jackman, yet easily accessible, Hardscrabble
°<iat t o n
$
offers six attractive, fully 
equipped, lakeside cabins 
with family-style breakfasts and 
dinners served in the lodge. Our rates 
are $75-85 per person, per night, two meals 
and a bag lunch included.
BROOK TROUT LAKE TROUT 
SALMON
Remote Housekeeping Cabins on
SPENCER POND 
and
FIRST ROACH POND 
near
SPENCER BAY on MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
call or write:
•  Spencer Pond Camps •
HC 76, Box 580H 
Greenville, ME 04441 
207-843-5456
WHITE-TAILED DEER RUFFED GROUSE
Brassua Late Sporting Camps
OPEN YEAR ROUND
Four clean fully equipped 
housekeeping cabins
WATERFRONT
Very quiet, panaoramic view 
1500 ft. off main highway
For more information, 
call or write:
Dale o r Patricia T ibbitts 
P.O. Box 187H, Rockwood, ME 04478 
207 - 534-7328
RIDEOUT’S LODGE - MAINE
Economical Lake-front Lodging! Fully equipped modern 
cabins on a 22 mile long lake. Screened porches and spacious 
docking. Lakeside restaurant. Family recreation. Canoes, kayaks, 
boats/motors. Housekeeping & American plans available. 
Ask about our Daily Housekeeping Rates from $19 pp per day.
“Honest value in an Authentic Lodge Setting”
LUNKER BASS!
Six+ pounders taken in 
recent years. North 
American Fisherman 
magazine sez... 
“YOU CAN CATCH 100 
smallmouths a day”
SALMON! Catch up 
to 30 fish per day on 
the hottest salmon lake 
in Maine. Two eight 
pounders taken in ’98.
Member
MAINE 
SPORTING 
CAMP ASSOCIATION
Monster smallmouths 
can surprise you at 
any time...
CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-594-5391
EAST GRAND LAKE, DANF0RTH, ME 04424 www.mainerec.com/rideout
Moose Point Camps on Fish River Lake in Portage, Maine 
For Your 1999 Fishing and Hunting Needs
Located in the heart of the North 
Maine woods, we offer separate 
cabins (each with a full bath), 
home-cooked meals, and 
majestic views of the lake and 
surrounding mountains.
Make your reservations today.
Hunting Guides Available 
MOOSE POINT CAMPS Portage, ME 0 4 7 6 8  Phone 2 0 7 -4 3 5 -6 1 5 6
N a h m a k a n t a
Lak e
Ca m ps
Pristine, spring-fed 
Nahm akanta is often called 
M aine’s most beautiful lake.
A huge expanse of 
surrounding roadless 
territory makes ours 
the most remote sporting 
camp in the East.
Lakeside cabins are 
nestled between 
two trout streams in a 
delightful setting of tall 
shade trees, spacious green 
lawns and wildflowers.
We maintain canoes 
and hiking trails to a 
dozen remote ponds which 
hold wild brook trout 
up to 4 pounds.
Extremely
light hunting pressure 
makes Nahmakanta an 
excellent area for grouse 
and trophy whitetail bucks.
HOUSEKEEPING  
OR
AM ERICAN PLAN
An authentic wilderness camp 
in a rustic setting 
— since 1872 —
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
P.O. Box 544HF 
M illinocket, ME 04462
2 0 7 - 7 4 6 - 7 3 5 6
‘Native Trout and Salmon - Lake, Pond and Stream 
‘Only Cabins on Four Mile long Munsungan Lake 
‘Trophy Deer, Bear, Moose and Grouse hunts 
‘Hand Hewn Log Cabins with Full Bath 
‘Unspoiled Wilderness near Allagash 
‘Three Hearty Meals Served Daily 
‘Maine’s Great North Woods '
Winter:
PO Box 778-GHF 
Kittery, ME 03904 
207-439-6364
Summer:
PO Box 729-GHF 
Ashland, ME 04732 
207-746-7777
Pierce Pond, a remote recreational resource featuring prime 
fisheries with trophy brook trout and landlocked salmon, has
been classified a lake of “ statewide significance" with multiple 
outstanding fisheries and scenic and wildlife resources 
of national importance.
Clean and comfortable log cabins.
American Plan only with country dining at its best!
For more information on
“ the prettiest sporting camps on the Appalachian Trail”
W R I T E  OR CA LL :  P.O . B O X  3 1 5  M S , B I N G H A M ,  ME 0 4 9 2 0  
SUMMER :  ( 2 0 7 )  6 7 2 - 3 6 2 5  OR SUMMER & W I N T E R :  ( 6 0 3 )  2 7 9 - 8 4 2 4
• Fish 16 lakes and ponds plus four streams.
• Hunt 34,000 acres of privately accessed land.
• Stay in original rustic log cabins with modern conveniences.
• Eat three hearty Maine home style meals.
• Individuals, families, and groups welcome.
• Open mid-May through end of third week in November.
CALL TODAY! (207) 243-2956 
King and Bartlett
PO Box 4 • Eustis, ME 04936
www.kingandbartlett.com
URViS
ENDORSED LODGE
MAINE 
SPORTING 
CAMP ASSOCIATION
M a in e
Sp o r t in g  C a m p s
BY RICK & JUDY GIVENS
In fact, the sporting camp 
is unique to Maine, and 
the correct answer is 
found in more than a cen­
tury of tradition.
In the late 1800s, 
sporting camps first began 
to attract city-weary 
“sports” to Maine’s thou­
sands of acres of prime 
hunting and fishing terri­
tory. The sporting camp enjoyed its heyday during the 
railroad era of the late 1800s and early 1900s, when rail 
lines probed deeply into Maine’s big woods, giving easier 
access to urbanites from as far south as Washington, D.C. 
Where the rails ended, though, the work began for the 
city sportsman, who often had traveled for more than a 
day to his wilderness point of departure. For another day, 
or longer, he would have to continue by steamer, bone­
jolting tote wagon, horseback, canoe, or even shank’s mare. 
Anyone hardy and enthusiastic enough to endure such 
punishment most likely stayed for well over a week in his 
chosen camp to make the most of his labors—and often 
repeated the adventure yearly, for it was worth the effort.
When he arrived, the sportsman would find a 
group of cabins, or camps, usually constructed of logs cut 
and peeled on the spot, and located on a remote and pris­
tine lake or “pond,” as Mainers call their small lakes.
Most cabins were situated to provide a fine view of the
y
water, with a roofed porch and simple chairs for evening 
meditation. While the amenities were as comfortable as 
wilderness provisions would allow, plumbing consisted of 
water pail and backhouse, and lighting was by the warm 
glow of kerosene lamps. The cabins were satellites of one 
grand main lodge, where guests gathered at tables before 
plates heaped with hearty, home-cooked food prepared on 
the wood range by the proprietor’s wife. The lodge was
also the social center for 
the swapping of tall tales. 
Fishing and
hunting in this untapped 
wilderness were the big 
attractions, and many 
well-known names were 
registered in camp guest 
books. Vital to the success 
of camp operations was 
the famous Maine Guide. 
Many sports relied on his knowledge and skill to lead 
them to fish or game. When action was slow, a good guide 
would boost morale with his clever outdoor cookery, his 
wry humor, and some mighty good stories. If the guest’s 
interests were more in nature observation—bird-watching, 
moose-stalking, or exploring—the knowledgeable guide was 
a top-notch, home-grown naturalist, as well. Most camps 
also provided canoes or boats for their guests, for the water 
was not only a fishing ground, but a highway for hunters.
In camp, city folk found the proprietor, his wife, 
and their employees to be a hard-working, helpful, and 
self-sufficient little community, whose primary goal was to 
provide all the comforts of home in the woods. Provisions 
were brought in over the same arduous route traveled by 
visitors; ingenuity and efficiency were the name of the 
game. Many camps had a kitchen garden to provide fresh 
vegetables for the table, and homemade bread and pastries 
were a staple of every meal. Often ice cut from the lake 
in winter was stored between layers of sawdust in the ice­
house for use throughout the summer. The grocery store 
was a distant vision; indeed, the very distance from easy 
urban living, the simpler, unpressured pace and peaceful 
solitude created a haven for recharging the spirit.
More than a century after the earliest enterpris­
ing Maine woodsman laid down his first sill log, the sport­
ing camp is still providing fond memories for guests, and a
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A s k  anyone new to
Maine’s woods, “What is a sporting camp?” 
and you will hear some interesting (hut 
incorrect) guesses. A  private cottage in the 
pine woods? A  plush resort for well-heeled 
hunters or fishermen? Or could it he a 
summer camp for aspiring athletes?
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step back to a simpler day. In fact, some camps have been 
operating continuously for a century, through five genera­
tions. Many of today’s camps have existed since the ’20s 
and ’30s, and a few have been built on wilderness lakes 
within the last twenty years. Still, there are far fewer 
camps today than the several hundred which flourished 
during the heyday of the rail era. Age-weathered or with 
the scent of new lumber, sporting camps strive mightily 
to uphold the old traditions, which are the soul of the 
industry. The kitchen garden still 
produces vegetables for some camp 
tables, and camp cooks are proud of 
their homemade breads and pastries.
In a few camps, drinks are still chilled 
with ice cut and stored the previous 
winter. The Registered Maine Guide 
is often available to help his sports 
find fish or game.
Although much has remained 
the same, inevitably there have been 
some changes. Float planes, motor 
boats, and well-constructed logging 
roads provide much easier access to 
Maine’s interior. Most remote camps 
have'installed generators, and many 
now provide lighting and plumbing, 
although some still adhere to the rus­
tic style of earlier years. While a num­
ber of camps still offer the American 
Plan with excellent home-cooking, 
others now provide fully-equipped 
housekeeping cabins for guests who 
prefer to do their own cooking.
The guests themselves have 
brought about some of the changes in sport­
ing camps. Many wish to explore on their 
own without the services of a guide, but 
with some good advice from their host. 
Guests of the ’90s are often families whose 
interests may extend beyond hunting and 
fishing to include hiking, boating, canoeing, 
photography, cross-country skiing, snow- 
mobiling, or simply relaxing. Camp owners 
are happy to accommodate these interests 
as much as their facilities and location will 
allow, and to the extent that no harm occurs 
to the environment.
The Maine sporting camp of today 
continues in the custom of a century ago. Guests with tra­
ditional outdoor interests structure their own vacations, 
and the camp hosts and employees are there to help them 
gain a maximum appreciation and enjoyment of their sur­
roundings, through fishing, hunting, hiking, canoeing, or 
photography. For the sportsman or family, that comfortable 
little cabin becomes, for a few days, a week, or more, a 
one-of-a-kind vacation home from which to experience the 
freedom of the deep woods and big waters of Maine. T
Lakefront house­
keeping cabins 
fully equipped.
Exciting spring 
fishing.
A wonderful 
summer vacation. 
Awe-inspiring 
fall foliage.
Boats, motors, canoes.
Serving the 
Sportsman and 
his Family since 
1893.
In the Heart of 
the Grand Lakes 
Region
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Landlocked salmon, 
bass, perch, pickerel, 
eagles, osprey, 
bear, dear, moose.
Easily accessible 
by road or 
float plane.
Peace and 
quiet. Excellent 
bird watching.
For reservations or brochure 
call or write:
Ron & Kat Bradford 
Spruce Lodge 
RR 1, Box 716 
Springfield, Maine 04487 
207-738-3701
VVa'me Attr9cf.
MAINE ICE FISHING: 
A FAMILY AFFAIR
BY WILMOT ROBINSON, MASTER MAINE GUIDE
I t  isn’t long before more flags flip  into
the air and more fish are iced. White perch and pickerel are numerous, and Bill elects 
to release most of the pickerel because perch fillets are his favorite winter fish.
There was a time when mention of ice fishing 
meant sharpening the homemade chisel (it was constructed 
from an old file and welded to a pipe) and going to the 
local store for mummy chub for 
bait. There were no “traps” as 
we know them today. Most 
“hard-water” anglers simply cut 
five-foot bushes and tied some 
cheap line to it with No. 2 hooks 
and a lead sinker on the end.
A piece of cedar bough served as 
a flag. Pickerel were the species 
most sought after. Cutting a hole 
could take upwards of an hour, 
depending on the thickness of 
the ice, and since snowmobiles 
had not been invented yet, 
snowshoes were the mode of 
transportation. Lucky were the 
ice fishermen who found glare
JOSH EASTMAN, 12, OF OLD TOWN,
W ITH TROUT AT PICKEREL POND
V. PAUL REYNOLDS PHOTO
ice conditions—they could bring ice skates and enjoy 
skating, as well as fishing.
Much of this changed with the advent of gas- 
powered ice augers, and even 
more when snowmobiles came 
onto the scene. The snowsled 
opened up many distant bodies 
of water, some hardly ever 
fished in winter. Pickerel be­
came the lowly prize while togue 
and landlocked salmon took top 
priority. Even the choice of bait 
changed drastically as shiners 
and smelts became available. 
Mummy chubs nearly disappear­
ed from dealers’ holding tanks.
Another big change 
took place with traps. While old- 
timers held on to the bush style 
for fishing, the younger genera­
tion invented traps that held 
spools of line under the ice, 
away from the freezing effects 
of temperature and wind. Flags
m m
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attached to springs that 
lifted high into the air 
when a feeding fish 
struck the bait were a 
far cry from the first 
homemade ice fishing 
rigs. (Once such early 
affair was made from 
the ribs of an old 
umbrella nailed to a 
stick, with line on one 
end and a piece of red 
wool on the other.
Extra running line was 
laid out in neat coils on the ice beside this contraption. 
How did ice fishing ever survive?)
If this wasn’t enough to get Dad and the kids 
out of the house in January, Monsieur Bombardier and 
his yellow snowmobiles did the trick. Wow! Imagine— 
a machine that could carry two people and tow a tote sled 
full of gear and take the occupants to waters rarely fished 
in winter! Togue, salmon, whiteflsh and huge white perch, 
even jack smelts and bottom-feeding cusk were prized 
targets for anglers. A new era was born!
Come along now on a trip to ice fishing land 
and learn all about it. Dress warmly. A snowmobile suit is 
ideal. They come in several styles and colors, some being 
one-piece and others being two-piece units. Most are 
crafted from manmade fabrics. Boots and mittens, helmets 
and face shields add to your comfort, too. Snowshoes are 
seldom used, but safety-minded travelers always carry a 
pair in case of a breakdown.
The variety of fishing traps on the market is 
astounding, with new introductions every year. There is 
even one with a flag that revolves when a fish is running 
away with the bait. When it stops, wait ten seconds and 
set the hook by pulling sharply on the line. Another trap 
sits low on the ice and the flag is nearly hidden, especially 
if snow is deep. Probably the favorite for most ice anglers 
is the style that unfolds from its wooden shaft into a hori­
zontal four-legged affair with a main shaft, with a spring- 
loaded flag on the top end, hooked into a spool holding the 
running line with hook and bait on the end. Feeding fish 
grab the bait, springing the flag. This action always results 
in cries of “Flag! Flag!” Then everyone runs like mad to 
get to the spot to wait for the fish to stop running. The 
trap owner is the only one allowed to touch this trap, or 
so the unwritten laws of the ice mandate.
GRANDMOTHER AND  
GRANDSON AT HERMON 
POND
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As the owner 
takes the line, he slow­
ly feels to be sure the 
fish is still on the other 
end. He then sets the 
hook and in a hand­
over-hand action be­
gins to bring in the 
fish. The audience is 
in awe, waiting to see 
how big it is. Instructions, like advice, are free, but seldom 
acknowledged by the lucky angler.
Finally the moment of truth arrives, as the end of 
the line comes close to the hole. With close attention to the 
fish under the ice, making sure it is lined up with the hole, 
he brings his finny prize up on the ice and away from the 
hole. More than one fish has come off the hook at just this 
moment and disappeared back down the hole, leaving a 
disappointed angler cursing his failure to be more careful.
Okay! Let’s go ice fishing. It’s a cool, clear early 
March morning, with the promise of some warming sun at 
mid-day. We’ll join Bill as he takes his son Jimmy, 11, and 
daughter Beth, 9, on their first ice fishing trip. Destination: 
Dolby Pond, where ice anglers find white perch, pickerel, 
smelts and the occasional landlocked salmon or smallmouth 
bass. Easy access allows Bill to get kids and gear out to his 
favorite spot in two short trips, using one snowmobile with 
the tote sled on behind. Jimmy even gets to feel the thrill 
of driving on the second trip. Beth is content to sit behind 
Dad with her small arms wrapped around his waist.
The sharp ice auger makes short work of cutting 
ten holes, and soon Bill is enjoying his job of teaching his 
children the fine art of baiting the traps. Before half the 
traps are in, the second one trips a flag. The kids race to 
the flag, each eager to be first to bring a fish onto the ice. 
Line is still running off the reel, but soon it stops and Bill 
gives the word to “set the hook.” Beth lets Jimmy handle it 
now. She isn’t too keen on handling slimy, wiggling fish at 
her age. Jimmy isn’t bashful as he hoists a 24-inch pickerel 
out of the hole. “Wow! My first fish. I like this.” Jimmy 
exclaims as he picks up the pickerel.
“Be careful, Jimmy,” Dad cautions, “pickerel have 
sharp teeth.”
continued on page 42
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M A I N E :
From Kittery in the south to 
Fort Kent in the north, Maine 
abounds with lakes, ponds, 
streams and rivers of every size 
and description. Whether fly 
fishing remote wild trout ponds, 
casting bass plugs on one of our 
sprawling warm water fisheries 
or trolling a streamer fly for 
fighting landlocked salmon, 
Maine really does have it all for 
the sportfisherman. Spectacular 
scenery and solitude is a bonus.
The key to successful 
fishing here is the same as it is 
anywhere—a basic knowledge of 
when, where and how to go after 
the species in question.
Maine has basically two 
kinds of fish: those that survive 
best in waters that are cold all
year, and those that prefer the 
warmer, often more shallow waters of the southern lakes. 
There is some overlap where warm-water and cold-water 
species intermingle, but generally there’s a sharp division 
between the two. As a rule, you’ll find warm-water lakes 
and their particular species in a band reaching from the 
coast back about 100 miles. Both warm- and cold-water 
lakes are in the next 50-mile-wide band, while the north­
ern half of the state has mainly cold-water lakes. The 
lakes that harbor both warm- and cold-water species will 
have the cold-water fish near their surface in spring and 
fall, and in the cold depths during the summer. In the warm 
months, the warm-water species can be found in the shal­
lows and medium depths.
A warm September means that the fish will stay 
in the depths throughout the month, and fishing for cold- 
water species closes on September 30, with a few excep­
tions. Under a new change in the law, a large number of 
lakes are now open to fishing through November for 
species other than trout, salmon, togue, and bass. Check 
the rule books for specifics.
Blessed with over 
5,000 lakes and ponds and 32,000 
miles of rivers and streams, Maine 
offers nearly endless opportunities 
for fishermen. Our native wild trout 
fishery is a national treasure.
Maine’s Department 
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
manages the state’s fisheries. 
They can supply information on 
where to find particular species, 
and their excellent Lake Survey 
sheets detail the presence and 
amount of game fish in a lake, 
as well as bait fish types, water 
depths, and the location of boat 
ramps. A catalog is available 
from the Department by calling 
(207) 287-8000 or writing to: 
Maine Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife,
284 State Street, Station #41, 
Augusta, ME 04333.
Following is a list of 
Maine’s principal freshwater 
species. The letter in parentheses 
indicates how difficult each is to
catch, but is only a guide; as any 
fisherman knows, sometimes you catch ’em, sometimes 
you don’t: Easy (E), Difficult (D), and Hard (H).
Cold-W ater Species
Brook Trout (D): Brook trout are abundant in 
clean, cold brooks and streams, and grow to large sizes in 
some ponds and lakes (where they are called squaretails). 
They have dark, wavy-green backs, red spots on their sides, 
white or silver bellies, and pink or reddish lower fins with 
white leading edges. The legal minimum size is six inches 
(longer in some water); most run between six and 12 
inches long. Wet and dry flies, tiny metal lures, and angle- 
worms are common baits, as are streamer flies with red 
and/or yellow (Barnes Special, Miss Sharon, and Mickey 
Finn streamers are good examples), used when trolling. 
Brookies are most abundant from the middle of the state 
north, and run to large sizes in the Rangeley Lakes, 
Moosehead Lake, Pierce Pond, and the Roach River.
Brown Trout (H): Tougher to catch than brook 
or rainbow trout, browns are the choice for those experi-
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enced anglers seeking a challenge. Occasional to common 
in some of the colder lakes and streams, this fish runs a 
few inches longer than the brook trout. In lakes like 
Branch, Hancock, and Androscoggin, the brown trout can 
be pounds heavier than the average brookie. Smelt-like 
streamers—Grey Ghost and Black Ghost—copper or silver 
Mooselook Wobblers, and minnow lures such as the Rebel 
and the Papala are effective.
Landlocked Salmon (D): This close relative to 
the Atlantic salmon runs smaller than its ocean brother, 
but is otherwise the same fish. It is common in most large 
lakes. Taken mostly in spring by surface trailers using 
streamer flies like the Grey Ghost, Nine-Three, and Super­
visor, lures like the Super Duper, Mooselook Wobbler, or 
Rapala, or live smelts, landlocks are sleek silvery fish with 
black spots and a preference for jumping when hooked.
Big fish are common in eastern Maine’s East Grand Lake, 
the Fish River lakes in Aroostook County, Sebago Lake, 
the Rangeley Lakes, and Grand Lake Stream. Legal mini­
mum length is 14 inches, average weight is between one 
and three pounds.
Splake (D): A hatchery-raised hybrid, a splake is 
a cross between a brook trout and a lake trout (togue). Over 
30 Maine waters are stocked with splake. Splake grow 
faster than hatchery brook trout and have a higher survival 
rate. They are more catchable through ice than other trout. 
Very similar in appearance to a brook trout, splake are 
excellent eating and fun to catch. Splake were first stocked 
experimentally in Big Wood Pond in Jackman.
Atlantic Salmon (H): Fishing on the Penobscot 
River was once confined to the famous Bangor Salmon 
Pool, but is now carried on successfully over several miles 
of the river. Maine’s other traditional salmon rivers—the 
Dennys, Pleasant Machias and East Machias, Narraguagus, 
Ducktrap, and Sheepscot—produce fish each year. A 
special license is needed in addition to the regular state 
fishing license, and only fly fishing is allowed.
Togue (H): Known also as lake trout, this fish is 
usually brownish on the back with pale white spots on the 
sides and a silver or silvery yellow belly. Its sharply forked 
tail helps anglers differentiate between it and salmon and 
brown trout. Partial to deep water (through occasionally 
taken near the surface in spring), togue run larger than 
most Maine game fish—as large as 20 pounds. Successful 
togue fishermen are masters of deep trolling techniques, 
and use streamer flies, lures, and live bait like suckers and 
smelt. Common in deep, cold lakes (Tunk, East Grand, 
Moosehead, Chamberlain), togue are one of the most
popular targets of ice fishermen. Minimum length is 18 
inches, and three pounds is a average size.
W arm -W ater Species
Smallmouth Bass (D): Maine is famous for its 
smallmouth waters, especially in lakes and ponds “Down 
East” in Washington County. The fish is common in hun­
dreds of ponds in the southern part of the state, reaching 
its northern limit in Grand Lake Seboeis in northern 
Penobscot County. The Penobscot River is developing a 
reputation as an excellent smallmouth fishery. This hard 
fighter is brownish or bronze backed with dark vertical bars 
on its sides and a yellowish belly. While it can be taken 
trolling streamers or lures, the smallmouth is best cast to 
with flies or lures. It spends much of its time in the shal­
lows until midsummer, when warm temperatures drive it 
to cooler surroundings near rock piles. At night, however, 
bass often move into the shallows, and will strike surface 
lures after dark. The types of bass lures are legion, but 
those resembling minnows and frogs are reliable here.
Largemouth Bass (D): Now common in many 
southern lakes, the largemouth is best distinguished from 
its cousin by its upper lip (which extends behind the eye), 
its dark lateral line, and the greenish cast to its scales. 
Caught using the same methods and baits as the small­
mouth, an average fish will run two to four pounds.
The Kennebec River, North Pond, Cohbosseecontee and 
Winnegance lakes all produce big fish.
Pickerel (E): These long, lean battlers with the 
“alligator” mouths are common to most warm-water ponds, 
inhabiting the shallows nearly all year ’round. They are 
caught with live bait, bits of red cloth skittered across the 
lily pads, lures and artificial flies. Surface plugs used for 
bass (Flatfish and Jitterbug) are equally effective on pick­
erel. There are no length restrictions on pickerel; the 
average fish is around one to two pounds.
White Perch (E): The world-record white perch 
came from Maine waters, and big humpies are common in 
scores of warm-water lakes. A fish weighing over a pound 
is big, with trophy fish being two pounds or more. These 
little fish more than make up in scrap for what they lack 
in size, however. They will hit worms, flies, tiny jigs, little 
lures, and other small baits with abandon. China Lake, 
Panther Pond, and other waters in central and southern 
Maine have some of the biggest specimens. There is no 
limit on white perch.
Yellow Perch and Sunfish (E): Angleworms and 
tiny spinning lures are best for these plentiful fish. ~T
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M A IN E ’S
1 ♦< The Fish River Region (Salmon and trout)
This is an outstanding region not only in Maine but in the 
entire country. Salmon grow to remarkable size here, and 
are taken both in the lakes and in the connecting thorough­
fares. Trout also are both large and numerous throughout 
the region. Several of the lakes also contain togue.
The lakes in the Fish River chain proper are Long 
Lake, Mud Lake, Cross Lake, Square Lake, Eagle Lake, Fish 
River Lake, St. Froid Lake and Portage Lake. Extending 
almost into the Moosehead region are countless lakes, 
ponds, rivers and streams that afford fishing surpassing 
the fondest dreams of the angler.
In August there is good stream fishing along the 
Fish River from Eagle Lake to Fort Kent. Both the Machias 
and Aroostook rivers offer good stream fishing for trout. 
Situated far to the north, fish strike well longer in the 
season than is the case further south. Fall fishing begins 
earlier for the same reason.
Roads to this region are excellent. Accommoda­
tions are comparable to the best in the state. (For location, 
see section 1 of fishing map.)
2 ♦< The Allagash Region (Trout, togue and salmon)
This is a region loved by many anglers as it entails canoe 
trips into the wildlands. It taps the Allagash, St.John, and 
East and West Branch of the 
Penobscot, waters all known as 
canoeing waters par excellence 
throughout the world.
Some of the better known 
fishing spots in the region are at 
Canada Falls Deadwater on the 
West Branch; along the West 
Branch from Seboomook Dam to 
Pine Stream near Chesuncook 
Lake; in the streams leading 
into Allagash Lake, Eagle Lake,
Chamberlain Lake, Churchill 
Lake, Umsaskis Lake,
Chemquasabamticook (Ross)
Lake and Long Lake.
There are literally hundreds of streams flowing 
into the fifty-mile stretch of the Allagash from Long Pond 
to its mouth, and also along the seventy miles of the St. 
John from the mouth of the Northwest Branch to the point 
where it joins the Allagash.
The fact that this territory is more remote than 
any area in the eastern United States calls for special 
planning before visiting. You may want to think seriously 
about hiring a guide. At the very least, you must plan on 
bringing with you all the supplies you will need during 
your stay here.
There are a few sporting camps in the region, 
and tenting out may be done at authorized campsites 
within the Allagash Wilderness Waterway or under the 
jurisdiction of the North Maine Woods, an organization of 
paper companies and other landowners headquartered in 
Ashland. (For location, see section 2 of fishing map.)
3 Mount Katahdin Region (Trout and salmon)
This magnificent region, dominated by Mount Katahdin, 
is one of the most ruggedly beautiful areas in the country. 
Here are some of the best trout waters in the United States, 
larger waters that are easily reached, and smaller ones that 
are out of the way and have a charm of their own. A great 
part of this region is Baxter State Park, given to Maine in 
1930 by former Governor Percival 
Baxter, to be maintained forever 
in its natural state.
Some of the larger waters 
in this region are Nesowadnehunk 
Lake and Stream, Chesuncook 
Lake, Kidney Pond, Daicy Pond, 
Millinocket Lake, Shin Pond, 
Togue Pond, and Katahdin Lake.
Central points in this 
area are easily reached on good 
roads. Available accommodations 
include several sporting camps 
and campgrounds in and around 
Baxter State Park. (For location, 
see section 3 of fishing map.)
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4 •< Grand Lakes and Schoodic 
Region (Salmon, trout, togue, smallmouth 
bass, pickerel, white perch)
A sporting kingdom in itself, this region 
defies description in anything short of 
an entire volume. It covers Washington 
County. Parts of this region are easily 
accessible, while the rest is composed of 
wild lands that are a network of lakes, 
ponds, rivers, streams and brooks. Much 
of this territory is not fished extensively 
as yet, although fishing throughout the 
region is magnificent. Anglers who wish 
to “discover” new waters will find this area to their liking.
West Grand Lake is one of the original homes of 
the landlocked salmon and still offers good fishing for 
this species, as well as for smallmouthed bass and togue. 
Big Lake, the lake it empties into, is one of the best small­
mouthed black bass waters in the world. Other waters in 
the area are Junior Lake, Sysladobsis Lake, East and West 
Musquash Lakes, and a host of brooks and streams includ­
ing Grand Lake Stream in the village of the same name.
To the south are the Meddybemps, Cathance Lake, Rocky 
Pond and numerous other lakes, ponds, brooks, rivers and 
streams. To the west are Nicatous Lake and the Machias 
Lakes. To the north, Spednic Lake, in the Schoodic Chain, 
is a 23-mile-long body of water that is rated as one of the 
best bass lakes in existence. Eastern Grand Lake, almost as 
long, is famed for its splendid salmon and togue fishing.
Fine hard-surfaced roads lead to this region. 
Accommodations are of the usual fine type found in the 
state, and plentifully distributed. (For location, see section
4 of fishing map.)
5 ♦< Milo-Enfield-Lincoln Region (Salmon, trout, bass)
This region lies between the Moosehead region and the 
Grand Lake region. Near Enfield, the angler will find Cold 
Stream Pond, an excellent salmon and togue fishing center. 
A little over twenty miles away is Lake Nicatous, a fine 
salmon and bass lake. This region is dotted with numerous 
smaller ponds as well as many excellent streams. From 
Milo, the angler is just a few miles from Schoodic Lake 
(a famed togue lake), Seboeis Lake, Endless Lake and 
other lakes and streams that afford very good trout fishing.
Good accommodations are available here; roads 
also are good. Guides are available throughout the region.
(For location, see section 5 of fishing map.)
6 ♦< Moosehead-Jackman Region
(Salmon, trout, togue)
This region occupies almost as much 
territory as the state of Massachusetts.
It is almost entirely salmon, trout and 
togue country. Moosehead Lake, the 
largest lake in Maine, is also one of the 
largest bodies of fresh water wholly 
within one state in the country.
Some of the more familiar 
waters in the far-flung area are: Brassua 
Lake, Long Pond, Big Wood Pond, Attean, 
Holeb Pond, Misery Pond, Moxie Pond, 
Lake Parlin, Lobster Lake, Ragged Lake, the Roach ponds, 
Lake Onawa, Sebec Lake, Indian Pond, Jo-Mary Lake, 
Seboeis Lake, and Sebasticook Lake. In addition, it con­
tains hundreds of brooks, streams, and rivers, including 
the Moose River and the headwaters of the Kennebec and 
Penobscot rivers.
Excellent roads lead to the central points in this 
region, and numerous accommodations are located in the 
area. (For location, see section 6 of the fishing map.)
7 Bangor Region
(Salmon, brook trout, brown trout, togue, bass, pickerel)
On US Rte. 1, between Bangor and Ellsworth, are Phillips 
Lake, also known as Lucerne-in-Maine, Greene Lake, 
Branch Pond and Graham Lake. All afford excellent fishing 
for salmon, togue, brook trout, brown trout and pickerel.
Thirty miles from Ellsworth are Tunk Lake and 
several other fine fishing waters. On Rte. 9 from Bangor 
are Chemo Pond, Floods Pond, Beech Hill Pond, Molasses 
Pond, Webb Pond and numerous other smaller bodies of 
water affording excellent fishing for salmon, trout and bass.
On Rte. 15 near Bucksport is another group of 
lakes including Toddy Pond and Lake Alamoosook, which 
afford excellent salmon, togue and trout fishing.
Finally, visitors to Mt. Desert Island and Acadia 
National Park will find good fishing for the common game 
fish species in the island’s 20-odd lakes and ponds.
Excellent accommodations may be had at the 
various lakes or in the small towns and cities in the area.
(For location, see section 7 of fishing map.)
8 ♦< Dead River Region (Trout and salmon)
In the northwest corner of the state, on the line of 
Benedict Arnold’s historic march to Quebec, can be found
continued on page 48
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State record 
Fresh Water Fish
Atlantic Salmon: 28 pounds, 1 ounce, Howard Clifford of Portland, October 9,1980, location undisclosed. 
B lueback T rout: 4 pounds, 4 ounces, Merton Wyman of Belgrade, 1958, Basin Pond.
B rook T rout: 8 pounds, 8 ounces, James R. Foster, Sr. of Howland, 1979, Chase Pond.
Brown Trout: 23 pounds, 8 ounces, Robert Hodsdon
of Sanford, March 6, 1996, Square Pond.
CUSK: 18 pounds, 8 ounces, Annette Dumond of Fort 
Kent, March 15, 1986, Eagle Lake.
Landlocked Salmon: 22 pounds, 8 ounces, Edward 
Blakely of Darien, Conn., 1907, Sebago Lake.
Lake Trout: 31 pounds, 8 ounces, Hollis Grindle of 
Ellsworth, 1958, Beech Hill Pond.
LARGEMOUTH B a s s : 11 pounds, 10 ounces, R ob ert  
Kamp of Denmark, 1968, Moose Pond.
MuSKELLUNGE: 22 pounds, 4 ounces, Lance Geidel of 
Fairfield, June 1988, Baker Lake.
N orthern P ike: 26.74 pounds, Rick Dodge of Union, 
February 12, 1989, Great Pond.
P ickerel: 6 pounds, 12.8 ounces, Joseph Arsenault of 
Rumford, February 11, 1992, Androscoggin Lake,
Wayne.
SMALLMOUTH B a s s : 8 pounds, George Dye of Augusta, 
1970, Thompson Lake.
PHOTO COURTESY MAINE DEPT OF INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
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State Parks, State Historic Sites, 
and Public Reserved Lands
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State Parks --------------
Allagash W ilderness Waterway
Aroostook
Birch Point
Bradbury Mountain
Camden Hills
Cobscook Bay
Crescent Beach
Damariscotta Lake
Ferry Beach
Fort Point (Fort Pownall)
Grafton Notch
Holbrook Island Sanctuary
Lake St. George
Lamoine
Lily Bay
Moose Point
Mt. Blue
Peacock Beach
Peaks-Kenny
Popham Beach
Quoddy Head
Range Ponds
Rangeley Lake
Reid
Roque Bluffs 
Sebago Lake 
Shackford Head 
Swan Lake 
Turner 
Two Lights 
Vaughan Woods 
Warren Island 
Wolfe’s Neck Woods
Aroostook & Piscataouis 22840 • • • • • • • N
Presque Isle 577 • • N May 15 through October 15
Owls Head 56 • • • N Memorial Day through Labor Day
Pownal 440 • • • • S Open All Year
Camden 5474 • • • • • • • N May 15 through October 15
Dennysville 888 • • • • • • • • • N Mav 15 through October 15
Cape Elizabeth 243 • • • • • S Memorial Day through Columbus Day
Jefferson 17 • • • • N Memorial Day through Labor Day
Saco 117 • • • • • S Memorial Day through October 1
Stockton Springs 154 • • • • N Memorial Day through Labor Day
Grafton Township 3192 • • • • • S Mav 15 through October 15
Brooksville 1365 • • • • • • N Open All Year
Liberty 360 • N Mav 15 through October 1
Lamoine 55 • • • • • • N Mav 15 through October 15
Beaver Cove 924 • N Mav 1 through October 15
Searsport 183 • • • N Memorial Day through October 1
Weld 5021 • S Mav 15 through October 1
Richmond 100 • • • S Memorial Day through Labor Day
Dover-Foxcroft 839 • • • • • • • N Mav 15 through October 1
Phippsburq 529 • • • • S April 15 through October 30
Lubec 481 • • • N Mav 15 through October 15
Poland 750 • • • • • S Mav 15 through October 15
Rangeley 691 • S Mav 15 through October 1
Georgetown 766 • • • • • S Open All Year
Roque Bluffs 274 • • • • N Mav 15 through October 1
Naples 1300 • • • • • • • • • S Mav 1 through October 15
Eastport 90 • N Open All Year
Swanville 67 • • • • N Memorial Day through Labor Day
Turner 2200 • • • • S Open All Year
Cape Elizabeth 40 • • • S Open All Year
South Berwick 250 • • • • S Memorial Day through Labor Day
Islesboro 70 • • • • • N Memorial Day through September 15
Freeport 233 • • • S Memorial Day through Labor Day
Public Reserved Lands
Bald Mountain 
Bigelow Preserve 
Chain of Ponds 
Chamberlain Lake 
Cutler Coast 
Dead River 
Deboullie 
Dodge Point 
Donnell Pond 
Duck Lake 
Eagle Lake 
Four Ponds 
Gero Island 
Great Heath 
Holeb
Little Squaw 
M ackworth Island 
Mahoosucs 
Moosehead Lake 
Nahmakanta 
Pineland 
Richardson 
Rocky Lake 
Round Pond 
Scraggly Lake 
Seboeis 
Squa Pan 
Telos
W assataquoik
Franklin________________
Somerset & Franklin
Franklin________________
Piscataquis
Washington____________
Somerset______________
Aroostook______________
Lincoln_________________
Hancock_______________
Hancock______
Aroostook
Franklin__
Piscataquis
Washington____________
Somerset______________
Piscataquis____________
Cumberland____________
Oxford_________________
Piscataquis____________
Piscataquis____________
Cumberland____________
Oxford
Washington
Aroostook_________
Penobscot_____________
Piscataquis & Penobscot
Aroostook______________
Aroostook______________
Penobscot _______
State Historic Sites —
Colonial Pemaquid (FtWm.Henry)
Eagle Island
Fort Edgecomb
Fort Halifax
Fort Kent
Fort Knox
Fort McClary
Fort O ’Brien
Fort Popham
John Paul Jones
Katahdin Iron Works
Bristol________
S. Harpswell 
Edgecomb
Winslow______
Fort Kent______
Prospect______
Kittery Point 
M achiasport 
Popham Beach
Kittery________
T6R9_________
1873
35027
1141
9557
12170
4771
21871
506
14162
25220
23882
6015
3845
6067
19651
15047
100
27253
11176
42818
1090
17757
10904
20349
9057
12902
17985
22806
2340
VV
VV
vv
N
_ E _
W
JN_
VV
_ E _
_ E _
_N_
VV
N
E
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
E
VV
VV
_ E _
N
N
E
N
_N_
_E_
*ln addition to hiking, depending on the 
time of year and trail conditions, some trails 
are available for shared uses: 
•snowmobiling 
•cross country skiing
• ATV riding
• horseback riding
• mountain bike riding
For specific uses allowed and trail condi­
tions, call Parks or Lands Regional Offices:
•  Parks Division Northern Regional Office: 
(207) 941-4014
• Parks Division Southern Regional Office: 
(207) 624-6080
• Lands Division Northern Regional 
Office: (207) 435-7966
• Lands Division Eastern Regional Office: 
(207) 827-5936
• Lands Division Western Regional Office: 
(207) 778-8231
Campsite reservations for 1999 at Maine’s 
state parks (except Baxter, Allagash 
Wilderness Waterway, and Penobscot River 
Corridor) can be made from the first work­
ing day in January 1999 to the last 
Friday in August by calling:
In-state (800) 332-1501; Out-of-state 
(207) 287-3824; Fax (207) 287-6170; 
or on the Internet:
www.state.me.us/doc/prkslnds/reser
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___3
0.75
3
124
27
2
___7
__2
17
S
S
S
_S
N
N
_S
N
S
S
N
Memorial Day through Labor Day
June 15 through Labor Day________
Memorial Day through Labor Day 
Memorial Day through Labor Day 
Memorial Day through Labor Day
May 1 through October 30_________
Memorial Day through September 30 
Memorial Day through Labor Day 
Memorial Day through September 30
Open All Year_____________________
Memorial Day through Labor Day
Although many of these areas are closed during fall and winter, visitors may still enjoy them by parking outside the gates and walking in.
For more information contact: Bureau of Parks and Lands/Maine Department of Conservation, 22 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0022; Phone (207) 287-3821
Maine Department of Conservation’s home page: www.state.me.us/doc/dochome.htm
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NORTHERN MAINE
M aine’s October moose hunt in the North Woods has become known as 
the most successful big gam e hunt in North America. Trophg moose weighing over 
1,000 pounds and hunter success rates in excess o f 90 percent make it so. M aine’s 
expanding moose population is estimated a t more than 30,000 animals.
A nd fo r the big gam e hunter not luckg enough to win one o f2,000 moose 
hunting permits issued this gear, M aine’s North Woods is equallg famous for its 
excellent grouse and 
trophg whitetail deer 
hunting.
Black bear?
Each gear, bear 
hunters in Aroostook 
Countg consistentlg 
bag more bear than 
all of M aine’s other 
counties combined.
I f  gou love to 
hunt in big countrg 
with lots of critters 
and even more elbow 
room—or fish  for  
true wild trout on a 
drg f ig —come to 
Northern Maine.
I t’s worth the trip!
BILL SILLIKER,JR. PHOTO
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Great Fishing in our 
hundreds of 
Rivers, Lakes & Streams
Great Hunting with 
our experienced Guides 
and abundant wildlife
and Great People
Experience the St. John Valley
“A P lace To C om e H om e To”
For visitors inform ation packet call:
G reater Fort K ent Area C ham ber o f C om m erce at 1-800-733-3563  
E-m ail: seefkm e@ shire.sjv.net 
W eb Sites: http://w w w .m ainerec.com /ftkent/htm l 
http://w w w .sjv.net/seefkm e/htm
Cedar Hill Lodge & Restaurant 
Cr. Morris & lower Main Street 
Fine Lodging/Family Dining 
P.O. Box 35, Eagle Lake, ME 04739 
Phone (207) 444-5060 
E-mail: cedarhillo@aol.com
Vacationers-Sportsmen-Family Reunions
H ighland Rentals
Seasonal Houses for Rent in Fort Kent, 
Maine by the day, week, month 
Fully Equipped 
For more Information Call:
D. Peters (860) 429-3869
Lodging for groups 2 to 30 
Reasonable Rates 
L akeside Rentals 
P.O. Box 67 
Sinclair, ME 04779 
Phone: (207) 543-7517
N orthern D oor Inn  
91 West Main Street 
Fort Kent, ME 04743 
(207) 834-3133
http://www.northemdoorinn.com 
northemdoorinn@shire,sjv.net
O verlook M otel 
P.O. Box 347 
Eagle Lake, ME 04739 
Phone: (207) 444-4535 
www.mainerec.com/overlook.html 
Efficiencies, Hot Tub Suites, Private Decks
Joh n ’s C ountry Store 
RR1 Box 7, Route 161 
St. Francis, ME 04774 
Phone: (207) 398-4172 
Hunting, Fishing Supplies, Gas 
Johnson Wool Clothing, Carolina Boots
Willard Jalbert Camps-Round Pond 
T13 R12. A Guiding Tradition in 
the Allagash since the late 1800’s 
Phyllis Jalbert (718) 852-0846  
312 State St., Brooklyn, NY 11201 
E-mail: riverat@interport.net
A llagash G uide Service 
RFDl Box 347 
Allagash, ME 04774 
Phone: (207) 398-3418
www.maineguides.com/members/ 
E-mail: allaguide@ainop.com
D ean’s Den  
Fishing/Vacations 
1075 Slybrook Road 
Eagle Lake, ME 04736 
Phone: (207) 444-5379 April-Nov 
(302) 239-4835 Dec.-April
HUNTING & FISHING LODGE
Trophy
Deer - Bear - Moose 
Brook Trout - Salmon - Togue 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE -  Allagash Region
Trophy Deer Trophy Bear
Taken by NH Hunter Taken by PA Hunter
Fishing Trips May & June.
Hunt Bear Sept. & Oct. with 
Top Grade Hounds 
or over Bait.
Special Archery 
Deer Hunts in Oct.
Moose Hunts.
Trophy Deer Hunts in Nov.
If you are planning a Hunting or Fishing Trip to Maine, Try Us. We Provide the best 
Lodging and Meals, equipment and guides. Hunt and Fish with Maine's most
successful Guide and Outfitter.
Now offering Bear and Deer Hunts at our NEW Remote Wilderness Camp 
For more information and references, phone or write for a free brochure.
Successful Week's Hunt with 
Bruce Pelletier
Gentle Ben's Hunting & Fishing Lodge
Box 212 MG
Rockwood, Maine 04478 
Tel. 207-534-2201 
800-242-3769
Professional Guide and outfitter
Member
N.R.A. -  S.A.M. -  Maine Professional Guide Association 
Professional Bow Hunters Society 
P.S.E: Outdoors Adventures Approved
V is it o u r  w e b s ite  at:
www.gentleben.com 
e-mail: info@gentleben.com
MOOSEHEAD 
LAKE
W h e t h e r  
a s p i r a t i o n s  b &  
w et or wild/ . . .
Fo r you r free  in form ation  p acke t, 
p lea se  w rite  to :
Moosehead Lake Vacation & Sportsmans Association 
Box HF, Rockwood, ME 04478 
or call 207-534-7300 (A n sw erin g  m a ch in e  m o n ito red  daily) 
Email MMS86@aol.com  
http ://w w w .m aineguide.com /m ooshead/m hsa.htm l
ROCKWOOD, 
MAINE
B est Fly F ishing in Maine!
N ative Brook TroutNESOWADNEHUNK
LAKE Excellent 
Moose and Deer 
Hunting
100% Bag Rate 
fo r  Moose!
Cabins • Lean Tos • Tents 
Store • Boats
H ot Showers
Lake • Mountains
Peace and Quiet!
R R  1 B o x  3 3 0 H  • M a rs to n  R o a d  
R ic h m o n d , M E 0 4 3 5 7
May 1st — September 30th: cell phone 207-458-1551 
October 1st — April 30th: 207-737-4739
N O R T H E R N  M A IN E
WHITETAIL DEER 
BLACK BEAR
-Licensed Master Guides 
-All Meals & Services Included 
-No Hidden Charges
Call or write for Free brochure
North Country Lodge.
Bert & Hank Goodman, Licensed Maine Guides 
PO Box 323T, Patten ME 04765 
207-528-2320 ■ Fax: 207-528-2418 
Web Site: www.ricker.net/northcountrylodge/ 
E-mail: north.country.lodge@alnop.com
DRIFTWOOD
Lodge & Camps
On the Upper Shin
“The Big Woods” & North Rd. to Baxter State Pk.
BEAR •  DEER •  MOOSE •  COYOTE
Fishing - Family Vacations - Snowmobiling 
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH BEAR HUNTING
Harold D. Schmidt 
PO Box 239, Shin Pond, ME 04765
E-mail: driftw ood.lodge@ ainop.com
207-528-2936 • FAX 207-528-2330
PB Guide Service
Baker Lake 
St. Cypien, Maine
Guaranteed 
Bear Hunt over Bait
If you don’t get a shot at a bear, 
next year is free.
H u n t: Bear, Deer, B irds, 
C o yo te  o r M o o se  
by p e rm it
Also camp rentals or 
bed 8v meals available
Remote camps with full electric 
power, hot showers, phone, 
washer/dryer, satellite tv
Paul Beauregard
P.O. Box 307 
Skowhegan, Maine
(207) 474-2644
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BEAR • DEER • MOOSE • COYOTE • GROUSE
V A C A T IO N S  —  F ISH IN G
John H. Schmidt, Registered Maine Guide 
(MG) Box 288, Island Falls, ME 04747 
207-463-2662
W hether you choose one of our 5 fully equipped, rustic cabins, or a guest room in our 143- 
year-old Inn, your stay w ith us will be truly rewarding. Fishing, hunting, snowmobiling or 
sightseeing right outside your door. The Lakeside is located on Lewy Lake in Princeton, 
ideally situated in betw een Big Lake and the G rand Falls flowage, one of the prem iere 
Sm allm outh Bass and Landlocked Salm on fisheries of the N ortheast. H ousekeeping, 
American or M odified American Lodging plans are available, as well as boats, canoes, 
motors, non-resident licenses, and guide services. Call or write for more information.
N e w  f o r  1999  . . .  S ix -p e r s o n  h o t  tu b  s p a !
P.O. B O X  36, P R IN C ET O N , M E 0 4 6 6 8  
2 0 7 - 7 9 6 - 2 3 2 4
MOOSE, M OUNTAIN LIONS, BLACK BEARS, FISHER, LYNX, 
W HITE-TAILED DEER, TRO PH Y TROUT, EACLES AND MORE!
A 200-acre park with 25 different species o f wildlife on exhibit.
$1.00 Open daily, 9:30am -  4:00pm, May I -  November I I 
off the price of Admission Fees: $3.50/ages 13 & up;
one regular adult $2.00/ages 4-12; three & under/free;
admission with CA/C . A D. . , $2.50/Semors 60 & up.this ad
For 
more infor­
mation, please call 
207-657-4977 or 
207-287-8000
Group rates/15 or more, or school groups/$ 1.50 each
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CENTRAL MAINE
I t ’s a fact: Central Maine’s Belgrade Lakes contain some o f the fastest 
angling action in the Pine Tree State. The Belgrade waters are known fo r  whoppin’ 
hig bass and monster pike— smallmouth, largemouth and Northern Pike over 
20 pounds! For river anglers, the Kennebec River, which is a nationallg recognized 
game fisherg, is a diverse habitat known fo r  scrappg bass, heftg brown trout, and 
respectable rainbows. When the tide is right, striper anglers find hot action in
the lower reaches of 
this historic Maine 
watershed.
And great fish­
ing is not Central 
Maine’s onlg outdoor 
attraction. This area’s 
coastal river vallegs, 
agricultural land and 
mixed upland forests 
provide classic habitat 
fo r  big whitetailed 
deer, wild turkegs and 
upland game birds.
VIC MORIN PHOTO
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T h e  J a c k m a n  M o o s e  R i v e r  R e g i o n  W e l c o m e s  Y o u
If You Love th e  O utdoors, E xperience O ur Four S eason s
Whitewater raft, hike, canoe, mountain bike, moose watch, golf, see spectacular fall foliage
Hunting & Fishing at its Best “l e a v e  t h e  C r o w d s  B e h i n d ”
For a free c o p y  o f o u r  g u ide , p le a se  call o r w rite : www.connectmaine.com/jackman
Jackman Moose River Region Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 3 6 8 , Jackman, ME 04945 (207) 668-4171
GUIDED TRIPS: FISH FOR SALMON ANDTROUT  
HUNT DEER, BEAR, MOOSE, COYOTE, RABBIT AND GROUSE
5 M I N U T E S  F R O M  T O W N  ♦  N E W  ♦  S E C L U D E D  
Y E A R  R O U N D  H O U S E K E E P IN G  C A B IN S  
S h o w ers  ♦  O il H e a t  ♦  T V /V C R  ♦  W h e e lc h a ir  A c c e ss ib le  
Hal Blood, Master Guide ♦ Debbie Blood, Reg. Maine Guide ♦ 207-668-4169 
P.O. Box 744, Jackman, ME 04945 ♦ www.cedarridgeoutfitters.com
d o z u  ( J o v e KHS
9 Housekeeping Cabins with monitor heaters 
on the shore of Big Wood Lake
• Open Year Round • Cable TV
• Hunting • Spring & Summer Fishing
• 300 yards to Finest Snowmobile Trails • Ice Fishing 
Diane & Leroy Baker, Registered Maine Guide 
PO Box 370MPB, Jackman, ME 04945
(207) 668-5931 www.themainelink.com/cozycove 
2 cabins handicapped accessible • No Pets
RIVER VIEW
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES & CAMPGROUND
FULLY GUIDED 
BIG & SMALL GAME HUNTS 
AND FISHING
6.
P.O. BOX 396 • RIVER ROAD • JACKMAN, ME 04945 • (207) 668-5601 
riverview@wtvl.net • OPEN YEAR ’ROUND • www.rvcgs.com 
ROD SMALL, Master Guide
S t e w a r t ’ s :
H o u s e k e e p i n g  C a m p s
Reasonable Rates 
Hunting -  Fishing -  Snowmobiling -Vacation ing 
W hee lcha ir Access -  Open Year Round
Proprietors: D oreen Jones & David Jones, Reg. Maine Guide 
HCR 76, Box 100 HFG, Jackman, ME 04945 
207-668-4000
LONG POND CAMPS & GUIDE SERVICE ■  MOOSE RIVER LODGE & MOTEL
COME CHECK US OUT! 
Come Fish, Hunt or dust Vacation $20/night ■ Kids 1/2 Price
All Hunts Include Lodging, Transportation and Care of Trophy
_____________Over 30 Years Experience In This Area____________
References Available
Randy & Debbie Petrin •  Registered Maine Guide 
POB 815 •  Loop Road •  Jackman, ME 04945-0815 
Tel/Fax 207-668-4872
www.connectmaine.com/longpond V-
• OPEN YEAR ROUND
• BED &  BREAKFAST
• GROUPS WELCOME
• COLOR CABLE TV
• PACKAGES AVAILABLE
• SHUTTLES
Main Street • R O. Box 641 • Jackman, ME 04945 
207-668-5311 • 888-897-8168 • E-mail: dubois@ m oosehead.net
*3^
SALLY MOUNTAIN CABINS
Housekeeping Cabins on the Shore of Beautiful Big Wood Lake 
Year-round Vacation Headquarters for 
Sportsmen and their Families for over 40 Years. 
MAY-SEPT.: Fish for Salmon, Lake Trout, Splake and Native Brookies 
in over 5 lakes. More than 50 Brook Trout ponds offer some of the Best 
Fly Fishing in Maine.
OCTOBER: Fantastic Grouse, Woodcock and Snowshoe Hare Hunting. 
Archery for Deer.
NOVEMBER: Hunt the Biggest Bucks on this Planet. We hang them in 
the 220-250 lb. range every season!
M O D E R N  F A C I L I T I E S  • L O W  R A T E S  
C A B L E  T V  •  L I V E  B A I T  • B O A T  &  C A N O E  R E N T A L S  • P E T S  W E L C O M E  
CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
SALLY MOUNTAIN CABINS
COREY & SALLY HEGARTY 
BOX 50, JACKMAN, ME 04945
1-800-644-5621 I!
w w w .connectm aine.com /sallym t
Red Buck Sporting C am ps
• Fishing • Guided Bear and Moose Hunts •
Super Partridge Hunting • Hunt Trophy Bucks
Store and . L .v>m • Housekeeping
Rec Hall 
Snowmobiling
Cabins
Licenses
FREE G U I D E  S E R V IC E  FOR  
F I S H I N G  & DEER H U N T I N G
Sandra and Thomas Doughty, Registered Maine Guide 
P. O. Box 114MS, Jackman, ME 04945
207 - 668-5361  - 800 - 308-2017
• • O P E N  Y E A R  R O U N D  • •
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Imagine breathtaking mountain 
air as you fish fo r Landlocked 
Salmon, Brook Trout and 
Smallmouth Bass in some of 
North Americas most famous 
waterways.
Pf-■'*■>*/ Find yourself hiking 
I  through the rugged wilds
i /  of northern Maine enjoying
\ §
the th rill of pursuing trophy 
Bull Moose and W hitetail
■: I
(1  Deer. Spend your nights sleep­
ing in a cozy lakeside cabin with 
homecooked meals. Let NEOC's
f
17 years of outfitting expert­
ise and professional guide 
s ta ff rekindle your spirit of 
adventure.. §#& |
f i  /
Call today fo r a color 
brochure and trip  planner.
. . J
NEW E N G L A N D
C E N T E R
A first class resort where serious sportsmen come to hunt and fish
800-766-7238 www.neoc.com
“Our 68th Year”
‘Plan to diet some other time”
Winter address:
(Oct. thru March)
Horatio A. Castle 
1800 Carambola Rd. 
Lake Clarke Shores 
W. Palm Beach, FL 33406 
Tel. 561-641-8339
.u.,.- ... - )IIW  ....... ..11.1,..m .. ■-■in.
, i^r-g-r-pi— —■'jfc-apr „ . uu.... jQESZ^XI ■ •^^ ■ T r-rrT ir::jprra» ririULBL. L.ir.-imnp
OF BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
Located on an island, crossed by the Belgrade Lakes —
Mount Vernon Road, on Long Pond of the famous Belgrade Lakes. 
Twelve completely furnished modern, attractive cottages in a 
beautiful pine setting. All on the shore front with state approved 
gas space heaters. Hot showers. In the Community Building on 
cool evenings, you will enjoy the huge open fireplace. In the 
Dining Room, the best of home-cooked food is served in 
abundance three times daily. There is also a sun deck over the 
water. Swim in pure clear water.
We have a large recreation room with regulation size 
pool tables, ping pong table and dart games.
Bass, Salmon, Northern Pike, Walleye, Perch, Crappie and Pickerel fishing. Salmon fishing 
at its best in May & June. Bass fishing at its best in May, June & September.
In twelve-mile Long Pond, the angler can fish from spring until fall and throughout the season, due to 
careful stocking. Boats, motors, mixed gasoline, bait, fishing licenses and fishing equipment may be 
obtained at the camp.
Everything necessary for a fine vacation is available at the camp. The boats are all 14 ft. ALUMA-CRAFT 
and rent for $21.00 per day. The late model engines are Johnson and rent as follows:
6 H.P $29.00 71/2 H.P.$31.00 8 H.P $32.00 These rates include boat.
The picturesque village of Belgrade Lakes is easily accessible by car or boat. Find golf courses in Belgrade 
Lakes, Waterville and Augusta. Accommodations are for one to six persons per cottage and rates are:
Adults Daily Weekly Per Day after 1st Week
Single Occupancy (1 person) $62.00 $427.00 $61.00
Double Occupancy (2 persons-1 bed) $61.00/person $420.00/person $60.00/person
Twin Occupancy (2 persons-2 beds) $62.00/person $427.00/person $61.00/person
Children, 1-2 yrs $19.00; 3-5 yrs. $27.00; 6-7 yrs. $34.00; 8-10 yrs. $35.00 
11 to and including 12 yrs. $36.00
All rates, plus sales tax are per person and include cottage and all meals.
Reservations necessary — Deposit of $50.00 per person when confirmed.
Member: Maine Tourism Association, Belgrade Lakes Association, Belgrade Lakes Region, Inc., 
and Mid-Maine Chamber of Commerce
We will do everything possible to 
make your stay a vacation long to 
be remembered.
For further information or reserva­
tions, please write or call:
Horatio & Valerie Castle, Owners 
CASTLE ISLAND CAMPS 
Box 251, Belgrade Lakes, Maine 
04918
Tel. (207) 495-3312 
SEASON MAY 1ST TO 
SEPTEM BER 15TH
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Bear Spring Camps
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Can We Lure You To 
The Belgrade Lakes Region?
We have 7 lakes filled with 
salmon, smallmouth and 
largemouth bass, trout, 
perch, and record-breaking 
northern pike.
Also golf, tennis, theaters, 
shopping, sightseeing, water 
sports, and relaxing in a 
peaceful country setting.
• w w w .m in t /~ b e lg r a d e  • 8 8 8 - 8 9 5 - 2 7 4 4  •
P te a d e  d e a d  m e  cl fj^ ee W se h u d e  ctA W  th e  P e lc jA a d e  J la J eed  P ecyien
NAME_______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________
CITY_____________________________________________  STATE_____ ZIP____________
N U M B E R  IN  P A R T Y ________________V A C A T IO N  D A T E S ___________________________________________________________
Resort with meals__ Housekeeping camp___ Bed & Breakfast___ Campground___
Belgrade Lakes Region, Inc. • PO Box 72HF • Belgrade, Maine 04917
P0 C0 M0 0 NSHINE LAKE
Alexander ~ Washington County
FAMOUS for FISHING
smallmouth bass 
largemouth bass
a secluded lakeside 1910 log cabin 
~ 3 bedrooms ~
~ fireplace ~
~ full kitchen ~
~ oil furnace ~
~ boat and canoe included ~ 
MAY through OCTOBER
P o k e  S h in e
RRl Box 1180 
Madison, ME 04950 
207-696-5751
1- 800- 355-7170
www.whisperwoodlodge.com email: wisperwd@ctel.net
Whisperwood has been serving Sportsmen & Vacationers for over 70 years in 
the Belgrade Lakes Region , famous for Bass. We have earned a reputation of 
providing superior accommodations and top quality service. Catch & Release 
Bass fishing at its b e s t , expertly prepared meals by owner-chef, large 
comfortable cottages on the lake , boat rentals , boat launch and dock with 
electricity for your own boat.
May 21 to Aug. 29
Coastal
Maine
Outfitters
Grouse and Woodcock hunts 
over pointing and flushing 
dogs in the abandoned 
farmlands.
Sea Duck hunting the off-shore islands,} 
transported by a fully enclosed and 
heated mothership.
A full-service lodge with five-star 
pre-selected dining.
8 hunters maximum 
Airport pickups 
Brochures Kennels
Coastal Maine Outfitters, Inc.
R R # 4, B o x  4140 • B e lfa st , M a in e  04915 
207-722-3218
www.maineguides.com/members/coastal
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Maine Tourism Association 
Welcome Centers
Bethel
PO Box 1084,18 Mayville Rd.
Route 2, Bethel, ME 04217 
Phone: (207) 824-4582 Fax: (207) 824-4583
Fryeburg
(seasonal) US Route 302 
Fryeburg, ME 04037
Phone: (207) 935-3639 Fax: (207) 935-7670
Administrative Office
PO Box 2300,325B Water Street 
Hallowell, ME 04347
Phone: (207) 623-0363 Fax: (207) 623-0388
State of Maine
Visitor Information Centers
Calais
7 Union Street 
Calais, ME 04619
Phone: (207) 454-2211 Fax: (207) 454-7227
Hampden North
PO Box 319 
1-95 North - Mile 169
Hampden, ME 04444
Phone: (207) 862-6628 Fax: (207) 862-6629
Hampden South
PO Box 319 
1-95 South - Mile 172 
Hampden, ME 04444
Phone: (207) 862-6638 Fax: (207) 862-6626 
Houlton
PO Box 482, Ludlow Rd.
Houlton, ME 04730
Phone: (207) 532-6346 Fax: (207) 532-4792 
Kittery
PO Box 396,1-95 and US Rt. 1 
Kittery, ME 03904
Phone: (207) 439-1319 Fax: (207) 439-8281
Yarmouth
PO Box 1057 
US Rt. 1/Exit 17,1-95 
Yarmouth, ME 04096
Phone: (207) 846-0833 Fax: (207) 846-6919
You need to know that in Maine:
Seat belts are required by law. Sales tax 
is 5 1/2 %. Lodging tax is 7 %. Maximum 
amounts of liquor you are allowed to bring 
into Maine are: 1 gal. whiskey — 1 gal. 
spirits (wine-liquor) — 1 case of beer. 
Smoking is prohibited in all enclosed areas 
of places where the public is invited or 
allowed, including bowling alleys, con­
venience stores and public rest rooms. 
Restaurants, work sites and hospitals fall 
under separate laws. For more information 
about this or other tobacco related laws, 
call the Department of Human Services, 
Bureau of Health, Division of Health 
Promotion and Education at (207) 287-5180.
TWO FALLS CAMPS
Deer • Bear • Bobcat • Rabbit • Woodcock • Partridge
50,000 acres unposted land • Miles of logging roads • Lots of old apple orchards 
Complete housekeeping cottages with gas heat • Hunting supplies
Trout • Salmon • Bass • Perch • Pickerel
14 mile long Sebec Lake. Nearby ponds and streams.
Fishing & hunting licenses available. Cottages by week, month or extra low season rate.
Send for color brochure • www.twofalls.com
R.F.D. 2, Box 178, Guilford, Maine 04443 (207) 997-3625
T h e  O u t p o s t
B e d  & B r e a k f a s t  L o d g e
DoorStep to the Maine Woods
0 Clean, Comfortable Rooms 
0 Home Cooked Meals 
0  All the Amenities of Home 
0 Guide Service
0 Custom-All Inclusive Packages 
www. naw hitew ater. c 0 111/ ou tp o st. htm
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 2 7 - 4 3 7 9
ALDEN CAMPS
East Lake
FAMOUS FOR BASS
AMERICAN PLAN 
COTTAGES 
BOATS & MOTORS 
SPECIAL SPRING AND FALL RATES
ALDEN CAMPS OAKLAND, MAINE 04963 
207-465-7703 FAX 207-465-7912
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After re-baiting the hook, they continue setting 
the rest of the traps. It isn’t long before more flags flip into 
the air and more fish are iced. White perch and pickerel are 
numerous, and Bill elects to release most of the pickerel 
because perch fillets are his favorite winter fish.
By now the sun has warmed the day, and fresh 
air and activity have spawned big appetites: lunch time. A 
shoreside fire must be kindled. Lots of driftwood is gath­
ered and soon the fire is roaring, and the kids toast a few 
marshmallows while Bill sharpens a couple of sticks for 
roasting hot dogs. Somehow hot dogs always taste better 
cooked outdoors on an open fire. The children are enjoy­
ing the outing as much as Bill as they chase flags, eat their 
lunch and try to build a snowman.
What a glorious day to be outdoors!
The sun is low in the sky 
and the air is cooling fast as they pick 
up the traps and prepare to head for 
home. Fishing has been good and Bill 
will have his work cut out for him 
when they arrive home. The perch 
will need to be cleaned and filleted.
“We’ve got enough for a 
fish fry and a chowder, too,” he 
tells the kids.
“When can we go again,
Dad?” asks Beth.
“Maybe next weekend, and let’s ask Mom if she 
wants to come along, too,” Dad responds.
“Sounds good to me,” Jimmy says, “can I drive 
the sled, Dad?”
“Sure, son. I’ll start it for you.”
“Let me try it, Dad, I know I can pull that starter 
rope,” Jimmy exclaims as he gives it a yank. But his small 
hands can’t hang on to the handle and it flies back in the 
cowling, snapping the handle off the rope. Jimmy stares in 
disbelief at the hole where the rope’s handle should be. 
Then he looks at Dad, wondering what he will do. Bill is 
wondering that himself, but doesn’t want to make Jimmy 
feel badly about the new problem.
“Are you okay, Jimmy? The rope didn’t hit you,
did it?”
“No, Dad, I’m okay, but I didn’t mean to do that. 
What will we do? How will we get the sled started now? 
Will we have to leave it? Can you fix it? I wish we had an 
electric start sled, Dad, don’t you?” Jimmy asks worriedly. 
Bill lifts the cowling and fumbles around in the tool box
where he finds the emergency starter rope. Wrapping it 
around the fly wheel he gives it a sharp yank, and to his 
surprise the engine starts.
“Imagine that! It started on the first pull. We sure 
were lucky today, kids. Let’s go home!”
Heading home across the lake with his day’s 
catch and his two happy children, Bill watches the red sun 
sink beneath the black fir tops and breathes deeply of the 
cool, still air. He is sure there will be other great days on 
the ice, and he can hardly wait.
TIPS FOR ICE ANGLERS
$ Always carry extra sounders, plenty of hooks 
in various sizes and waterproof matches.
$  Power augers should be 
tuned up prior to the season. Carry 
several extra spark plugs, and gap 
them ahead of time. Most augers use 
a replaceable blade. Keep a spare 
wrapped to protect the sharp edge.
# Spare (mixed) gasoline 
should be kept in a container with a 
tight cap.
$ A battery operated aerator 
provides oxygen for the bait bucket. 
Keep the bucket out of cold winds 
and not too close to the fire. Some 
waters will not allow live bait. To 
keep dead bait fresh, wrap it in an old woolen mitten or 
sock. Be sure it is completely dead by pinching the heads.
$ Splake, togue, smelts and cusk feed close to 
bottom while landlocked salmon feed just under the ice. 
Brook trout like shallow water close to shore. Perch will 
be found two to five feet off bottom.
^Jigging is productive for most all species. Lures 
for jigging include Swedish pimple, daredevils in a variety 
of colors, Moosehead Wobbler, Cecil’s Smelt, many spinners 
and bass lures that dip and dive and believe it or not, worms, 
night-crawlers or cut bait (spiny-finned species are illegal 
in Maine) on a hook, tied a foot above a sinker.
$  When using lures for jigging, replace the treble 
hook with a single strong hook and add a morsel of cut 
bait to the hook. It works! When action is slow and if the 
holes aren’t freezing over, try hanging the line on a bush 
with a small piece of cedar bough tied in such a way that 
the breeze will jig the line. Be sure the line can easily fall 
off the bush if a fish hits the bait. When the line falls into 
the water, the reel on the trap will take over. ~T
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WESTERN MAINE
Come to the mountains! Western M aine’s Rangeley region is world-famous 
fo r its quality moose and deer hunts, extraordinary scenic vistas and premier wild  
trout angling. Some of Rangeley’s names— Cupsuptic, Mooseloohmeguntic and 
Kennehago—are legendary in A m erica’s outdoor lore. M aine’s state record white- 
tail buck and doe records were set by Rangeley hunters.
Whether your thing 
is f ly  fishing a remote 
mountain pond for  
spectacularly colorful 
native brook trout, 
working a bird dog 
am id solitude and 
flam ing October 
hardwoods, or ju m p ­
shooting Canada 
geese among the nooks 
and crannies of 
sprawling F lagstaff 
Lake, Western Maine 
is a very special place 
fo r those who hunt 
and fish.
BOB LEEMAN PHOTO
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FOR WORLD-CLASS
Rangeley
THE RANGELEY LAKES REGION
The Rangeley Lakes Region -including the towns of Rangeley and Oquossoc -  has received 
extensive international acclaim as a world-class wilderness destination and the birthplace of 
contemporary fly-fishing. Charter services and Registered Maine Guides assure a quality 
experience. Enjoy a wide variety of activities, shops, rants and accommodations.
>tine lakes and rivers 
N a t iv e  Brook Trout 
iftldbked Salmon.
‘ y  r y  Box 1006
| J O  j l  Rangeley,
-  ^  — > __ _ Maine 04970
F o U ^ Seasons <207,864' 5I:57
Housekeeping Cottages
• Color TV • Automatic Heat
• Sandy Beaches • Swimming
• Fishing • Boating
• Free canoe use with cabin rental
• Hunting • Snowmobiling
• Skating • Cross-country skiing
• Over 100 miles of well-groomed 
snowmobile trails from your doorstep.
Marshall & Jackie Swain, Prop.
^ / vqele'* v
For information and rates call:
(207) 864-3416
P.O. Box 284, Oquossoc, Maine 04964
Cy Eastlack, Registered Maine Guide
HC 32 Box 3700 
RANGELEY 
MAINE 04970
THE m  
TERRACES COTTAGES
ESCAPE TO MAINE -  RENT A COTTAGE
• On Rangeley Lake, surrounded by mountains
• Best landlocked salmon & trout fishing
• Housekeeping & overnight (2-8 persons)
• $375 up weekly; $65 up overnight
• Reduced rates Spring & Fall seasons
• Heated showers; boat/motor rentals/docking
• May 15 thru Fall Foliage
In season call: 207-864-3771 
Winter: 207-864-5451
H u n t e r
C o v e
°»\
Ran^eletj Lake
Year round deluxe one and two bedroom/loft 
cabins, completely equipped, inch Satellite TV/ 
VCRs, microwaves, and hottubs in some units. 
Directly on the lake, in beautiful Hunter Cove.
(207) 864-3383
HC32 Box 2800, M ingo Loop Rd. 
Rangeley, Me 04970
1.800.MOMENTS 
207.864.3341 
www.rangeleyinn.com 
51 Main Street 
Rangeley, ME 04970
T H E  R A N G E L E Y  IN N
AND M OTOR LO D G E
Historic Country Inn 
On Waterfront 
Property
Fireside Tavern, 
Elegant Restaurant, 
Banquet Facilities
LODGING RESTAURANT TAVERN
50 Distinctive Rooms with Private Baths
Luxury Rooms with Woodstove Fireplaces, Cable T. V. and Whirlpools
~76e fenitKzte oowtld
Fish for salmon and trout. Hunt birds 
and deer. September bear hunts over 
active bait. Twelve modern house­
keeping cottages and American Plan. 
Woodstoves, screened porches. Boats 
motors and canoes to rent.
(207) 864-2247 
E.B. Gibson
P.O. Box 341, Oquossoc, Me 04964
COTTAGES
Box 562
Rangeley, Maine 04970
(207) 864-3657
All cottages with color TV & phones. 
Comfortably furnished housekeeping 
cottages, accommodating two to four 
people, on Rangeley Lake. 
Enjoy fishing swimming, 
hiking, and hunting. 
Brochure and rates on request.
dledam for the past 150 years, making ours one of the 
oldest traditional sporting camps in Maine. Guests are 
treated to the very best of both fishing worlds: Rapid 
River falls nearly 1,100 feet in less than 8 miles offer­
ing some of the finest trout and salmon water in the 
northeast, and the Richardson Lakes are the only bod­
ies of water in the region to hold Lake Trout.
Each of our 12 lakeside cabins is outfitted with 
Franklin fireplaces, twin beds, full baths, electricity 
and spacious front porches lined with comfortable 
rocking chairs. Guests have a choice of meat and 
potato fare or gourmet cooking, all done to your 
personal liking.
Be part of a 150-year-old legacy of fine fishing and 
hospitality. Call or write for travel and rate 
information.
LAKEWOOD CAMPS Inc.,
Middledam, Andover, Maine 04216
Telephone: Camp - (207) 243-2959 
Winter - (207) 392-1581 or (207) 486-3200
Clearwater Camps & 
------Guide Service-----
• Fly-fishing & instruction
• Trolling for salmon & trout
• Scenic boat rides & canoe trips
• Upland bird hunts / trained dog
• Personalized hunts & trips upon request
“Quality guide service where 
appreciation of the outdoors is foremost
Michael Warren, Registered Maine Guide 
CLEARWATER SPORTING CAMPS
PO Box 270, Oquossoc, ME 04964 
207-864-5424
_______________ E £ ] l _________________
O l d  F i s h i n g  S t u f f ,  e t c .
A  Shop f o r  S p o rtsm en
Antique, Classic & Second-Hand Tackle.
Plus, All Kinds Of Old Things Related To 
Hunting, Fishing, Trapping & The Outdoors.
-  B uying  & S elling  ~
fo r  th e
Angler ~ Collector -  Decorator 
Outdoorsperson 
a n d
Unique Old and New Gifts
N aples, M aine
Rte. 302 Ju s t West Of Causeway 
(207) 693-5000
The next best thing to being here, 
Maine Skirt.
This is a dark green, 100% brush-cot­
ton twill, button down, long sleeve shirt 
with our Maine logo embroidered just 
above the breast pocket in tan. Every 
time you wear your Maine shirt, you’ll 
remember all the fun you have during 
your visits to Maine. This shirt also 
makes a great gift for anyone who loves 
Maine or longs to be a Mttinfef.
M Unisex sizes Small through XXL.
A Cost $35.°° delivered to your door. 
USkGaU 800-767-8709 ext. 103 
or visit our web site at 
www.mainetourism.com to 
order your Maine. Skirt
A product 
of The Maine 
Tourism Association
r
"Sebago Lake's 
finest location"
C om e stay with us 
overnight or by the w eek .
Seb ago  Lake
L o d g e  &  C o tta g e s
Waterfront Bed & Breakfast 
and Housekeeping Cottages 
Swimming 
Free Use o f Canoes 
& Rowboats 
Docking Facilities 
Fishing & Ski Boat Rentals 
Bait Shop
Continental Breakfast 
Picnic Fables & Grills 
Facilities for Small Conferences 
and Functions
REG. GUIDE • N.R. LICENSES 
OPEN ALL YEAR • MC, VISA, AMEX
WHITES BRIDGE ROAD 
PO BOX 110
N. WINDHAM, ME 04062 
For reservations or information:
207-892-2698
www.sebagolakelodge.com
V * - —-----------------------
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SOUTHERN MAINE
Sportsmen looking fo r easy access and diverse angling and hunting 
opportunities will fin d  it a ll in Southern Maine. Special fishing rules perm it catch 
and release angling fo r salmon, trout and bass right through November. Sebago 
Lake— M aine’s second largest lake and home of the fabled fighter the landlocked 
salmon—continues to be a productive sport fishery, for big lakers as well as silver­
sided salmon.
Along the coast, salt-water anglers will fin d  exceptional summer action for  
striped bass, bluefish, mackerel and sharks.
Hunting?
Southern M aine offers 
unique opportunities.
Grouse are plentiful 
around old orchards.
A nd some of M aine’s 
best wild turkey and 
ring-necked pheasant 
hunts take place here.
Deer hunters—  
especially archers—  
will fin d  whitetails 
plentiful. Special deer 
hunts are available to 
bow hunters during  
September.
V. PAUL REYNOLDS PHOTO
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GUIDE SERVICE
Box 165 RFD 2 Rte. 160 Limerick, Maine 04048 
Located at St. Saviour Tree Farm 
207-793-2652 Fax: 207-793-4916
E-mail: roninc@cybertours.com Web site: www.maineguides.com/members/smgs
H u n tin g  - F is h in g  - C a n o e in g  - R ecrea tio n  L o d g e
We Specialize in Fam ily and Group Vacations
(M ay —  Septem ber) Fly fishing and spin casting on our 
local streams and ponds o r tro lling for the “ big ones” 
on Sebago Lake. (Bass, tro u t, salmon, perch, pickerel.)
(June —  O cto ber) Having fun 
together, canoeing, swim m ing and 
fishing on the Saco River o r on 
our private 3-acre pond.
(June —  O cto ber) 
Enjoying the out­
doors, hiking, back­
packing, camping  
and cooking.
(N ovem ber & D ecem ber) Big gam e hunting (regular firearm s  
and m uzzle loaders). Looking forw ard to  targeting th a t 
“ elusive” trophy w hite  tail deer. wmmmm
(January —  M arch) W in te r t im e  fun! 
Snowshoeing, cross-country skiing 
and snowmobiling.
We can tailor your outdoor 
experience to fit your
individual, family or group needs—or you may choose from one of our standard packages.
For more information and references, phone or write for a free brochure.
A  T o u c h  o f  N o r t h e r n  M a i n e — w i t h o u t  t h e  D r i v e !
We are located in Maine's Wildlife Management District #15
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Sa l t w a t e r  F is h in g
STORY AND PHOTOS BY BARRY GIBSON
Krfaine’s 3,478 miles of coastline offer
some of the best salt water fishing in the country. The rocky shoreline, interspersed with 
rivers and occasional beaches, combines with the ruyyed seafloor to provide perfect 
habitats for dozens of game and food species. The cold, clear water is arguably the 
cleanest in the U.S., and virtually all fish taken provide excellent table fare.
DEEP SEA FISHING
Modern, well-equipped party and 
charter boats can be found in 
almost all the major harbors along 
the coast. Party boats, or “head 
boats” as they’re sometimes called,
range from about 36 to 65 feet and can carry from 12 to 50 
or more passengers. These vessels usually sail on a daily 
schedule (half- or full-day trips) from May through October, 
and some offer the newer “marathon” excursions lasting 12 
hours or more for increased fish­
ing time at productive offshore 
locations. Most run additional 
weekend trips in spring and fall. 
In most cases all you need to do is 
call ahead and make a reservation, 
although sometimes you can sim­
ply show up a half-hour before 
sailing time and buy a ticket. All 
Maine skippers, however, suggest 
advance reservations (even if it’s 
only a day or two ahead) so that 
you won’t be disappointed. Week­
ends can be particularly busy.
Fly fishing for striped bass in the 
river systems and along the coast is 
one of Maine’s fastest-growing 
sports, and lures anglers from all 
over the country.
One of the reasons Maine’s coastal angling is so 
productive is that fishing pressure is much lighter here 
than it is in many other states, mainly because you won’t 
find many glamor species such as sailfish and marlin. 
Maine’s best fishing, by and large, 
is for “meat and potatoes” varie­
ties, although there are plenty of 
top-rated gamesters prowling the 
waters, many of record proportions.
Opportunities for 
anglers can be broken down into 
three basic categories: deep-sea 
fishing on party or charter boats; 
inshore fishing on a private or 
rental boat; or fishing from shore.
No license of any kind is needed 
to fish salt water.
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flounders, a variety of sculpins, mackerel, and a dozen 
others. If you’re really lucky you’ll tie into a halibut, the 
ultimate deep-sea trophy. These huge members of the 
flounder clan can weigh upwards of 200 pounds, although 
50-pounders are more the norm.
Party boats furnish each customer with a rod and 
reel, bait or chrome-plated jig—and plenty of good advice. 
Deckhands will cheerfully instruct you as to how to use 
the tackle. You don’t need to know how to fish, or to bring 
any equipment of your own, to enjoy a day of party boat 
fishing. Prices range from $35 to $50 and up per person 
for a full day, and $30 or so for a half-day.
Charter boats are also available in most harbors. 
These vessels are usually 20 to 40 feet in length, and 
they’ll accommodate up to six people, sometimes more. All 
are run by fully licensed captains, and in many instances 
will have an extensive array of electronics and a wide 
selection of top-quality rods and reels, including light 
tackle outfits. Charter boats, besides going after all the 
bottom fish, also frequently pursue giant tuna (250 to 
800-plus pounds), sharks, bluefish and striped bass. Many 
times the skipper will “mix up” the day for you, such as a 
morning of bottom or blue fishing and an afternoon of 
tuna or shark fishing, assuring customers plenty of fillets 
to take home. Charter boats are perfect for small groups, 
families, or more serious anglers, simply because there 
are no crowds—it’s “your” boat for the day.
FISHING NEAR SHORE
Visiting anglers interested in fishing the near-shore waters 
for mackerel, flounder, bluefish or striped bass can rent a 
small outboard boat (in some areas) or trailer their own 
boat. Launch ramps are numerous, and local tackle stores
Fishing for mackerel, small pollock and flounder from docks 
and piers can provide hours of fun for all ages.
The main target for party boats is the wide vari­
ety of bottom fish found anywhere from a mile or two 
from shore out to 20 miles or so. Cod are the most com­
mon catch, ranging from a few pounds to the occasional 
70-pounder. Remember that cod must be at least 21 inches 
long to be legally kept, but check with the captain as 
regulations may change.
Pollock are among the gamest of deep-sea species 
in Maine, and action can be fast and furious when a 
school is encountered. These sleek, silver-gray battlers 
normally run from three to 30 pounds when taken in the 
open ocean and must be at least 19 inches to be retained, 
except if caught in state waters.
The haddock, which generally runs from two to 
10 pounds, is the perennial party boat prize, primarily for 
its unsurpassed table qualities. They’re easily identified 
by their single, dark lateral stripes and oversized eyes. 
Haddock must also be at least 21 inches long to be kept, 
and private-boat anglers now have a bag limit of a total of 
any combination of cod and pollock not to exceed 10 fish.
Other species commonly taken include the cask, 
a muscular dweller of rocky bottoms weighing five to 20 
pounds. Cusk makes an excellent ingredient for a good 
old-fashioned New England fish chowder. Hake, another 
tasty species, are occasionally taken in excess of 30 pounds.
The wolffish, 
good eating 
despite its fierce 
appearance, is 
an incidental 
catch, as are 
cunners, winter
You never know 
what you’ll haul 
up from the bottom 
300feet below 
when fishing from 
a party boat! 
These are redfish, 
excellent table fare 
when filleted and 
pan-fried.
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For big-game thrills, 
nothing heats trolling 
for giant bluefin tuna. 
These sluggers run from 
200 to well over 800 
pounds, and can take 
hours to fight and land, 
even on heavg tackle.
and marinas can provide fuel, charts (a must), bait, and 
advice on where to try your luck.
Mackerel are extremely popular among small- 
boaters, and can be caught from early June through 
September on tiny chrome jigs or by trolling multi-hook 
“mackerel trees” available in most tackle and hardware 
stores. These fish average a pound or so in weight, are 
scrappy fighters, and are delicious when split and pan­
fried or grilled over charcoal.
Bluefish are one of Maine’s true gamesters from 
late June through September, and they normally run eight 
to 18 pounds. Most anglers troll plugs rigged on short wire 
leaders for these toothy critters, and when a fish hits he’ll 
often jump repeatedly before you can work him boatside. 
Although there’s no size limit, there is now a bag limit of 
three bluefish per person per day.
The striped hass is another fine game fish, most 
often taken near river mouths or well up into the rivers 
themselves. These fish are wary and can be finicky feeders, 
but you can do well on trolled spoons, plugs, or live or cut 
bait. Most fish taken run five to 30 pounds, but 50-pounders 
are caught every year. For 1999, anglers may keep one 
striped bass per day that measures from 20 to 26 inches 
total length, and one striped bass per day that measures 
greater than 40 inches total length, from June 10 through 
October 15. Check with the Maine Department of Marine 
Resources at 207-633-9500 for more details and for special 
regulations for the Kennebec/Sheepscot Rivers area.
Due to Maine’s excellent striper fishing, there are 
now several dozen licensed guides operating in the river
systems in 18- to 25-foot boats, most of whom can take 
from two to four passengers for a half-day of light-tackle 
action. Striped bass fishing is the hottest and fastest grow­
ing segment of Maine’s sport fishery, luring anglers from 
all corners of the U.S. and beyond.
FISHING FROM SHORE
Fishing with light spinning tackle from Maine’s rocky 
shoreline or harbor docks and piers can be a lot of fun, and 
action can be brisk for a myriad of smaller species. Cunners 
(often called bergalls) up to a pound or so are plentiful, 
and if you take the time to fillet them and remove all the 
small bones, you’ll find that their flesh is sweet. Harbor 
pollock (the young of the open-ocean adults) are feisty 
fighters and are easy to catch, but they’re not very good 
eating so it’s best to release them unharmed. Flounders 
(which must be at least 12 inches long to keep), sculpins, 
small “tinker” mackerel, and others oblige anglers of all 
ages. The best all-around rig is a small hook tied six inches 
above a light sinker, baited with a piece of seaworm, or 
clam, although the meat of a periwinkle or mussel will 
often work just as well.
Surf fishing from the beaches is popular along 
the southern third of the state’s coastline, and some good 
catches are made. Striped bass are most sought after, and 
the majority of the big ones over 20 pounds are taken at 
night on live eels or chunks of pogy (menhaden) or 
mackerel. Bluefish muscle in on the act, often in daytime, 
and can be taken on plugs and lures as well as bait. Bring 
a pair of waders and a rugged surfcasting outfit from nine
to 12 feet loaded with 
20-pound test line. 
Local tackle shops 
can supply bait, 
equipment, and up- 
to-the-minute infor­
mation on current 
“hot spots.” y
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Bar Harbor_____________________
MV Seal
Downeast Windjammer Cruises 
27 Main St., 288-4585, Winter 546-2927 
Lv: Bar Harbor Inn Pier 
May-October
Area Code in Maine is (207). 
Call for services offered, schedules 
and rates.
Boothbay Harbor____________
Shark Five
Capt. Barry Gibson
4 Puritan Rd., Beverly MA 01915
633-3416
Lv: Brown’s Motel 
June-October
Eastport_____________________
Quoddy Dam
Harris Point Shore Cabins & Motel 
Capt. George Harris 
Harris Point, 853-4303 
Lv: The Breakwater 
June-September
Jonesport____________________
Chief, Chief III, Harpoon
Norton’s Tours 
Capt. Barna & John Norton 
Last House on Sea St., 497-5933 
Lv: Jonesport Marina 
May-December
Kennebunk_________________
Venture Inn Charters
Judith Bavely
4A Western Ave., Lower Village 
967-0005, 800-853-5002 
Lv: Performance Marine 
Mid-May-mid-October
Kennebunkport_____________
Deep Water
Cape Arundel Cruises
Capt’s. Ben Emery & Pete Charest
Rt. 9, 967-4938
Lv: Arundel Boatyard, by the bridge 
Memorial Day-Columbus Day
Ogunquit___________________
Bunny Clark Deep Sea Fishing
Capt. Tim Tower 
Perkins Cove, 646-2214 
Lv: Perkins Cove, Town Dock 
March 27-November 7
Ugly Anne
Capt. Ken Young Sr.
Perkins Cove, 646-7202 
Lv: Perkins Cove 
April-October 15
DEEP SEA FISHING
aboard “Thirty-one W orld R e c o rd s  s in ce  1983”
W e
c B u n n y  C la r k e
• FULL & HALF DAY 
FISHING TRIPS
• ALSO CHARTERS 
AVAILABLE
• FISHING MARATHONS 
(5 A.M. - 5 P.M.)
RODS & REELS 
PROVIDED
Perkins Cove, Ogunquit, Maine 
March 27th to November 7th Daily
F or b r o c h u r e  w r ite : C a p ta in  T im  Tow er, P.O. B o x  8 3 7 M , 
O g u n q u it, M ain e  0 3 9 0 7  or  ca ll: 2 0 7 - 6 4 6 - 2 2 1 4 .
Portland_______________________
Devil’s Den Charters
Capt. Harry T. Adams 
761-4466
Lv: DiMillo’s Marina, daily 
April-October
Indian II
Olde Port Mariner Fleet Cruises 
Capt’s. Dan & Kathryn Libby 
170 Commercial St.
642-3270/775-0727 Sum.
800-437-3270 OOS 
Lv: Long Wharf 
April-October
A ll listed here are Maine Tourism Association 
members or have paid for their listing.
U.S.C.G. Licensed Reg. Maine Guide
SHEARWATER
LIGHT TACKLE & FLY FISHING
STRIPERS - BLUES
207- 363-5324
Full Day 1/2 Day Evening
Capt. Bill Coite 
Varrel Lane York Harbor, ME
SPORT FISHING AT ITS BEST!
SHARK FIVE
Custom 24’ Boston Whaler Outrage w/225 hp Yamaha 
Radar • GPS • Color Fishfinder • Full Safety Equipment 
Fish the protected waters of the Kennebec, Sheepscot 
and Damariscotta rivers for striped bass, or head offshore for 
bluefish, sharks and bottom fish.
SPIN • PLUG • FLY • TROLL • JIG • WE DO IT ALL!
All Tackle Provided — 1 to 3 People — Half- and Full-day 
Capt. Barry Gibson (207)633-3416 Boothbay Harbor
OUR 29th YEAR OFFERING MAINE’S 
FINEST SALT WATER FISHING ADVENTURES
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State Record 
Salt Water Fish
BLUEFISH: 20.32 pounds, Dick Rousseau of Orrs Island, July 26, 1990, Bailey Island.
Bluefin T una: 1,155 pounds, Percy Stevens, Jr., August 20, 1981, aboard Bunny Clark off Perkins Cove.
B lue Shark: 391 pounds, Ken Putnam of Casco, August 9, 1989, aboard Sharks-R-Us 20 miles southeast 
of Portland.
COD: 87.5 pounds, Doug Lindsay of Conway, NH, July 20, 1988, aboard Sonny W. near Bigelow Bight.
CuSK: 33 pounds, Montreal, July 4, 1986, aboard Peyasus 15 miles off Camp Ellis.
St r ipe d  Bass: 67 pounds, Douglas Dodge of South Bristol, September, 1987, Sheepscot River.
H addock: 12 pounds, Chris Savarie of Schroon Lake, NY, September 12, 1991, aboard Bunny Clark off 
Perkins Cove.
H alibut: 215 pounds, Richard F. Hineman, August 14, 1995, Bailey Island.
M ako Shark: 724 pounds, Mark Chase of Gorham, August 15, 1992, 18 miles southeast of Portland. 
(Length 10 feet, 3 inches, girth 69 inches.)
M ako Sh a r k : (Harpoon): 915 pounds, Jim  DuPont of Gardiner, September 5, 1992, 15 miles south of 
Bailey Island.
P ollock: 57 pounds, Stephen A. Dore of Augusta, August 30, 1996, aboard Yellow Bird out of Boothbay 
Harbor.
Thresher Shark: 385 pounds, Don Morse, June 7, 1989, aboard Blue Zone.
W inter Flounder: 4 pounds, 3 ounces, Liza Boughner, June 28, 1989, aboard Bunny Clark out of 
Perkins Cove.
W hite H ake: 58 pounds, Daniel Mark Davenport of Cobleskill, NY, July 6, 1988, aboard Yellow Bird 
out of Boothbay Harbor.
P orbeagle Shark: 548 pounds, Wesley Hurst, Jr., July 22, 1995, Bailey Island.
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Various hare inhabit most of Maine, and cotton­
tail rabbits live in southern Maine near the coast. These 
species interest hunters, particularly folks who run hounds. 
Maine’s rabbit and hare season runs six months, the long­
est for any game animal. Hare populations are cyclical, and 
some regions will seem barren one season, while a county 
away, this swamp-edge speedster will be abundant.
The price of raccoon fur dictates hunting pressure 
for this little masked bandit. In the early 1990s, a raccoon 
pelt averaged $6 on the fur market, so hunting pressure 
had dropped significantly. Because of that, raccoon popu­
lations across the state have risen, offering fast action to 
folks with coon hounds, a flashlight and a .22 rimfire hand­
gun or rifle. The season lasts three months, and presently 
there is no bag limit.
PREDATORS
This wary, intelligent predator offers a challenge un­
matched by Maine game animals, so interest in coyote 
hunting has grown in Maine. A common tactic for coyotes 
begins on the edge of a field, frozen water, clear-cut, burn 
or power line where the hunter sits in a concealed posi­
tion and uses a calling device, often simulating the cries of 
a dying rabbit. Other hunters use bait or a coyote decoy to 
attract this predator. A handful of hunters team up with 
dogs that chase coyotes, and this method proves highly 
successful. At the moment, coyote season runs all year, and 
from January 1 to April 30, it is legal to hunt this animal 
after dark within certain guidelines. Native Americans 
called the coyote “God’s dog.” Modern outdoorsmen are 
slowly gaining this same respect for a remarkable animal.
Fox hunters also sit on the edge of openings 
and use a calling device to attract this wary predator, the 
smaller cousin of the coyote. Often, folks after coyotes 
know fox will also come, a welcome addition to the hunt. 
People also use fox hounds to chase this intelligent animal. 
Fur prices dictate hunting pressure, and fox-pelt prices 
have been down for years. There is no shortage of foxes 
in this state.
Bobcat hunters in Maine are few and far between, 
but a handful of guides do have “cat dogs” and chase this 
exciting predator. The sport often takes place in deep snow 
and half-impenetrable thickets and requires stamina to 
follow the hound, hot on a bobcat track.
Woodchucks attract varmint hunters who prac­
tice their shooting eye with flat-shooting, high-velocity 
rifles. Farmers welcome people onto their land to shoot this
large rodent because it digs holes, a danger for livestock.
It also makes mounds of dirt in hayfields. Woodchucks 
are found across Maine, even in forests, but Aroostook 
County’s farmlands offers the best woodchuck hunting in 
the country. It is remote, has lots of woodchucks and vir­
tually no posting signs, a varmint-hunter’s paradise.
Crows have a split season in Maine, one running 
from March 14 to April 30 and the second season from 
July 16 to September 29. Most serious crow hunters hide 
in a blind and use a crow call and shotgun, but some crow 
hunters are primarily after woodchucks and shoot crows 
as a bonus. T
M a i n e  H u n t i n g  a n d  F i s h i n g
L i c e n s e  F e e s
(Prices do not include $1.00 agent fee)
RESIDENT
Hunting (16 and older) 19.00
Fishing (16 and older) 19.00
Combination Hunting & Fishing (16 and older) 36.00
Supersport * 15.00
Small Game Hunting 12.00
Junior Hunting (10 to 15 years inclusive) 5.00
Combination Fishing and Archery Hunting (16 and older) 36.00
Serviceman (resident) Combination Hunting and Fishing 20.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older) 19.00
Expanded Archery Hunt (Bonus Deer) 40.00
Muzzle-loading (10 and older) 11.00
Bear Permit 5.00
Coyote Permit 2.00
NONRESIDENT C IT IZEN
Big Game Hunting (10 and older) 85.00
Season Fishing (16 and older) 50.00
Junior Season Fishing (12 to 15 inclusive) 7.00
15-day Fishing 38.00
7-day Fishing 34.00
3-day Fishing 21.00
1-day Fishing 9.00
Combination Hunting and Fishing (16 and older) 123.00
Small Game Hunting (16 and older) 55.00
Junior Small Game Hunting (10 to 15 years inclusive) 25.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older) 55.00
Muzzle-loading (10 and older) 33.00
Bear Permit 15.00
3-day Small Game Hunting (valid 3 consecutive hunting days) 30.00
NONRESIDENT ALIEN
Big Game Hunting (16 and older) 125.00
Season Fishing (16 and older) 70.00
Combination Hunting and Fishing (10 and older) 176.00
Small Game Hunting (16 and older) 70.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older) 70.00
Muzzle-loading (10 and older) 58.00
Junior Hunt (10-15 years inclusive) 25.00
NOTES
•Applicants for adult hunting license must show either a previous adult hunting 
license or proof of completion of an approved hunter safety course.
•A small game license allows the hunting of all species except deer, bear, turkey, 
moose, raccoon, and bobcat.
•A hunting license and a special permit are required during early bear season; 
federal and state stamps are required for waterfowl hunting; hunting of antler­
less deer, moose and wild turkey also requires special permits.
•Nonresident licenses are available locally or may be obtained from Inland Fish­
eries & Wildlife Department. For information: 207-287-8000.
*Supersport license is a voluntary add-on which allows an individual to make a 
financial contribution toward enhancing Maine landowner relations.
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Visit our web site any
w w w .H ia in e t o iir is m .c o m
GUIDE to 
huntingi *1 f  1SHING
YES! Please send me:
□ Maine Guide to Hunting and Fishing
□ Maine Map and Travel Guide
□ Maine Guide to Inns and Bed Si Breakfasts
□ Maine Guide to Camp Si Cottage Rentals
\ fy o  receive a copy o f any one 
o f our guides, give us a call at 
(207) 623-0363 
or e-mail us at
metainfo @ mainetourism. com
or mail this form  to 
Maine Tourism Association 
PO Box 2300 Dept. HF 
Hallowell, ME 04347-2300
NAME
ADDRESS
Please allow 10 business days for delivery. CITY
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Y O U  C A N  Catch Us
1-800-ALERT US or 1-800-253-7887
to report violations of Maine hunting and fishing laws.
207 - 287-8000  for Administration, Fisheries, Wild
Maine Warden Service, Safety; also General Information about 
fish, wildlife, licenses, boating, and recreational vehicle registrations.
207-287-8003 to reach the automated Fish and W ildlife line. This line  
provides 24-hour information and updates on hunting and fishing seasons and 
new  laws.
You can purchase a license from any of our 900 license agents, or on the Internet at 
http://www.state.me.us/ifw —  (Check out our homepage)
at These Numbers
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LAKESIDE MOTEL CABINS/MARINA"
(A HOME AWAY FROM HOME”  FOR THE TRAVELER, FAMILY, OR SPORTSMAN)
(800) 532-6892
Cobbosseecontee Lake offers the family 
or fisherman endless hours of relaxation. 
The lake is 5,000 acres of the best fishing 
in Maine! Free canoes, swim area, motor- 
and paddleboat rentals. Affordable.
Easy access —just 3.5 miles from the 
Maine Turnpike on Route 202 at Augusta.
Most of our guests are here because their 
friends have recommended us. References 
from your area and rates are available 
upon request. Handicap Accessible.
• Launching Facilities • Docks w/electricity
• Supplies nearby • Fuel & Oil • Guide Service
• Resident and Non-Resident Licenses
Come and enjoy the quiet, friendly 
atmosphere of Lakeside’s unique beauty.
We offer you a choice of motel rooms 
with kitchenettes, or 2 bedroom cabins 
with full kitchen, etc.
VISA — MASTERCARD — AMERICAN EXPRESS — DISCOVER 
Andy & Sheree Wess, Innkeepers • PO Box 236, East Winthrop, ME 04343 
Email: lakesidemo@maineusa.com (207) 395-6741 Website: www.byme.com/lakesidemotel
S u n s e t  R i d g e  L o d g e  t §  O u t f i t t e d
On the Shores of Sebec Lake
Maine’** Firot and Only Smoke-Free Guide Service
BIG DEER — BIG BEAR — MOOSE — BOBCAT 
— FISHING —
M aster Guide: Ben Pinkham
fe—  ■
ftm /e i
PRIVATE LAND DEER HUNTS: Rifle, Bow, M uzzle L oader  
BEAR HUNTING: B a it e3 Ho undo, Combo Hun to
American Plan — Docking Facilities for Fishermen
C all Today fo r  Information e? FREE BROCHURE: 207 - 564-3559
PO Box 103MT, Sebec Lake, M E 04481L www.maineguides.com/members/sunset-ridge
A  h u n t in g  ft F is h in g  
Tr a d it io n  S in c e  1 9 3 8
With 60 years of experience, and three levels of the most extensive selection of 
outdoor equipm ent and clothing, w e’re sure to have what you need to make your 
hunting or fishing experience enjoyable and successful.
We have the largest selection of top quality firearms, ammunition, reloading 
equipment, components, scopes and accessories on the east coast!
Our archery departm ent features a full line of com pound and recurve bows as well as 
crossbows, arrows, targets, tree stands and accessories for both hunters and target shooters. 
Our fishing department caters to saltwater and freshwater fishermen, including an extensive 
selection specifically for the fly fisherman. In addition to our diverse selection of rods, reels 
and lures, we stock downriggers, electric motors, electronic fish finders, canoes and all the accessories.
Everything  for the  Outdoors !B3TTER7 TRADING POST
O pen Daily 9-9, Sundays 10-6
Rte 1 Kittery, ME • 207-439-2700 • 1-888-KTP-MAINE (387-6246) • www.kitterytradingpost.com
